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Email: sales@koolpak.co.uk   Website: www.koolpaktrade.co.uk
Tel: 0800 180 4285   Fax: 0870 622 1133

®

Kool products from the professionals choice
With more and more people participating everyday in some kind of 
sporting activity and no matter how fi t or athletic they are, everyone 

runs the risks of picking up some kind of injury. With immediate 
treatment essential to help speed up recovery times, the Koolpak 

range of sports injury products are perfect to help with the 
treatment of soft tissue injuries, sprains, bumps 
and bruises. Instant Ice Packs, Kool Sprays and 

Cold Bandages are just some of the products 
available which are designed especially 

to put you back on the road 
to recovery.
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NOT JUST ANOTHER HOCKEY BRAND
REECEAUSTRALIA

Launched in Europe in 2007 Reece Australia has become synonymous with  high
quality and  distinctive styling.The Reece collection of playing kits,off field apparel and

sticks has been inspirationally designed ,and the origination of these designs  are a
reflection of  the rough and natural environment of the Australian outback.
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Much of the textile collection is ideal
for teams,featuring a wide range of
colours and  co ordinating ,eye catching
products,in sizes ranging from small
children to adults.Equally the product is
suitable as an individual purchase for
the player who just wants to look and
feel special.

A large range of hockey accessories
are also available, Gloves, shinguards,
sweatbands, hockey balls, plus many
more all available from stock. Hockey
Clubs who may be  looking for their own
specially designed kit need look no
further,as Reece Australia offers a
bespoke design service .Shirts are made
in high quality fabrics and can also
incorporate  club logos,sponsors logos
etc  into the shirt design as part of the
finished article. Reece, relatively
unknown in the UK ,is now developing
rapidly in Europe.2013 saw the brand

ADVERTORIAL

ll products are of a very
high technically quality and
are developed to perform to
the highest standards.All
products are tried and

tested by a number of Reece Australia’s
contracted players in Europe.The
uniqueness of the designs create a
“stand out from the crowd” feel about
the brand and a complete freshness and
originality which the field hockey
market hasn’t seen before.

Many products are “stock
lines”,especially the large Team wear
collection of kits, training and off field
wear.Also  many of  the vast array of
hockey sticks ,aimed at all levels and
abilities,are also held in stock.This offers
retailers the opportunity and advantage
of buying as and when  they need
product,and as little or as much as 
they require.

A
agree to supply the Czech Hockey
Federation.April 2014 also saw Reece
become the exclusive clothing partner to
The Royal Belgian Hockey

League(RBHL),and hot off the press
the National teams of Germany will be
kitted out in Reece products for the next
two Olympics,and Reece will replace
Adidas as the new partner and premium
supplier to the DHB,German Hockey
League in 2015.This is fantastic news for
Reece and will enable the brand to
develop and expand its business in
Europe and here in the UK.

Reece Australia is a subsidiary of the
Dutch Deventrade Group.Deventrade
own the successful Teamwear brand
Stanno and now with Reece can offer a
wide range of functional,specialist
Sportswear at excellent prices and
quality,to the Retail Trade.

05www.sports-insight.co.uk

To contact us call 01332 378966 or email support.uk@stanno.com
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ADRIAN HILL writes for a wide variety of sports publications and websites. 
Also contributes to BT Sport’s rugby union coverage.

CRISPIN ANDREWS appears regularly in The Cricketer, Inside Cricket, SPIN and Wisden
Extra. Loves smashing it over cover for four.

DAVE HOWELL internet specialist and micro publisher, his work has appeared in the
national press, specialist magazines, journals and websites.

FIONA BUGLER a marathon runner and triathlete, she’s also co-founder of the Fitness
Writers’ Association and been involved in fitness media for 20 years.

LAUREN FOX contributes to a range of sporting publications. She also runs a
communications agency specialising in marketing, brand development and events.

PAUL CLAPHAM regular contributor to a variety of trade magazines, largely on marketing
and sales topics. Also works as a marketing consultant.

PAUL SHERRATT is the founder of Solutions for Sport, which provides sales and
marketing solutions for sports brands and retailers alongside business consultancy and
development advice.

TONY JAMES former Fleet Street journalist, co-founder of the Sports Incorporated
agency and author of over 20 books, he specialises in sport and business.
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Email: sales@aftershokz.co.uk

Tel: 01606 558428

aftershokzuk

Cycling Plus
"Since testing these we’ve 

discarded our usual ear buds
and now ride more safely and

with more awareness".

Runners World  
"Listen to your tunes while 

hearing everything around you
thanks to the military-inspired

bone conduction technology of
the Aftershokz Sport.".

The Independent
"The Ten Best Sports Headphones

- Ranked No 1.".

Have you heard sense?

2014 Running Award Winner
Barefoot Running Magazine’s Gadget of the Year accolade
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FIT FOR
PURPOSE

£340
08 Follow us @SportsInsightUK

The NPD Group examines the highly
competitive UK fitness market

or the second time in its
119-year history, Reebok
has updated its logo,
unveiling the new Reebok
Delta brand in a move

designed to reposition it towards the
sports fitness category. The launch of
stores aimed at fitness enthusiasts
complements this move.

In the UK Reebok launched its first
fitness hub last September in London’s
Covent Garden, one of six stores to open
within a short period of time during
2013. The outlets are fitted out to look
like gyms, with fixtures that replicate
gym equipment such as agility rings and
plyometric jump boxes as seating. 

EXPERIENCED
Staff are experienced fitness
professionals and the stores also offer
free workout classes for customers. Via
its FitHub concept, Reebok hopes to
attract a broad range of customers
interested in personal fitness. 

Over the last two years Reebok has
suffered a double digit sales decline in
the UK sports footwear and apparel
market, according to NPD’s Online
Consumer Panel, but this new strategy
could reinvigorate the brand and help
adidas - which owns Reebok - compete
with Nike, the current market leader in
the fitness category. 

The fitness category has grown
over the past three years. Combined
total sales of gym apparel and footwear
in Great Britain for the 12 months to
December 2013 was in the region of
£340 million, a three per cent increase
compared to 2012, according to NPD’s
Online Consumer Panel. 

However, Reebok’s increased focus
on the fitness category is not the only
change in the sector.  

PREMIUM
In the premium market, Lululemon,
which owns around 200 stores
worldwide, but currently operates
primarily in North America and Australia,
is showing an interest in the UK market. 

The Canadian sportswear retailer,
which specialises in yoga, running and

F
workout apparel, opened its first shop in
this country - also in Covent Garden - at
the end of March. Its first store in
Europe, Lululemon plans to open more
outlets in this country. It will compete
against the British retailer Sweaty Betty,
which owns over 30 stores in the UK
and, interestingly, began opening shops
on the other side of the Atlantic in 2013. 

The demand for more fashionable
workout gear is increasing. People want
their items to be comfortable and also
to look good. However, yoga pants and
sweats are no longer restricted to the
confines of the gym. 

Many consumers are mixing their
workout gear with more formal clothes
and high street fashion is increasingly
looking like athletic apparel. Some
designers collaborate with sportswear
manufacturers in order to bring their own
luxury touches to athletic footwear and
apparel. For example, Stella McCartney
teamed up with adidas in 2004 and to
this day enjoys a successful partnership
with the German manufacturer. 

More recently, high street fashion
retailers have seen activewear as an
opportunity to grow their businesses.
Gap has introduced its own workout line
called GapFit, while at the beginning of
the year Primark launched a marketing
campaign to raise awareness of its
extended workout range, including two
new lines by Admiral and Technolayer. 

COLLABORATION
H&M unveiled a sportswear collection
this year and will provide greater choice
and styles for consumers. The retailer
collaborated with Sweden’s Olympic
team to create its collection, highlighting
to consumers that its clothes are not
only fashionable, but functional too. 

Clothing specialists are intensifying
the competition in the sports market
and benefit from a competitive
advantage in terms of pricing. However,
it will be interesting to see if a retailer like
H&M, which is attempting to combine
performance with fashion, will gain
legitimacy and challenge manufacturers
such as Nike and adidas when it comes
to performance products.
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The NPD Group monitors the sales of sports footwear and apparel
in many countries around the world. For more information contact
The NPD Group sports team on 01932 355580.40
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FITNESS CATEGORY
SALES PER YEAR (£M)

Source: The NPD Group - GB Sports Footwear and Apparel Consumer Panel

FITNESS
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“Combined total
sales of gym
apparel and

footwear in Great
Britain for the 12

months to
December 2013

was in the region
of £340 million”
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WHAT’S NEWS
ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

TWITTERING Sports Insight is now on Twitter. For the latest industry news, new product information and 
details of forward features and special advertising opportunities follow us @sportsinsightuk. 
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ELVERYS’ MANAGEMENT TEAM, LED BY
MANAGING DIRECTOR PETER ROWLAND,
HAS BEEN APPROVED BY EXAMINER
SIMON COYLE OF ACCOUNTANCY FIRM
MAZARS AS THE PREFERRED INVESTOR
FOR THE 56-STORE CHAIN.

Other offers for the business included
one from Sports Direct and Heatons
department stores, in which Sports Direct
owns a 50 per cent stake.

Elverys, which was founded in 1847 and
is a member of Intersport, started the
examinership process last February when it
was placed under the protection of the High
Court in Ireland after a pre-pack receivership
deal fell through at the last minute.

The MBO means all the 700 people
employed by Elverys should keep their jobs.

Staff launched a social media
campaign, called SOS Elverys 700, to raise
awareness of the plight of the retailer and
support the management’s purchase of
the business.

Management
succeeds in buyout
of Irish retailerSQUASH

● Dunlop, Harrow, Prince and Head are
the most popular squash racquet brands
among UK top 50 players. 
Source: SMS INC Equipment Census &
PSA/WSA World Tours.

● Squash racquet sales fell in the UK by a
half in terms of value and volume
between 2004-2012. This has resulted in
the UK market falling from its leading
position in European sales of squash
racquets. 
Source: SMS INC Shipment Report.

● Squash participation numbers have
also experienced a downturn. The
number of regular (once per week)
males playing squash has decreased 
by 19 per cent since 2005, compared 
to a significant 50 per cent of regular
female players. 
Source: Sport England Active People Survey 7.

CYCLING 
● Participants in cyclo-
sportive events in mainland
Europe in 2013 spent €526
more on their bikes than UK
cyclo-sportive riders. 
Source: SMS INC Cyclo-
Sportive Report.

● Participants in UK cyclo-
sportive events ride 147km a
week on average. 
Source: SMS INC Cyclo-
Sportive Report.

● Despite 122 different bike
brands being used by cyclo-
sportive participants (at a
sample of UK events), 34
per cent of the riders used
one of the three leading bike
brands. Source: SMS INC
Cyclo-Sportive Report.In
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“IF YOU WANT
LOYALTY, GET
A DOG.”
BOXING PROMOTER,
MANAGER AND
MATCHMAKER MICKEY
DUFF, WHO DIED IN MARCH.

FAST FACTS

EX-ADIDAS AND SWEATSHOP, RICHARD BURNEY (PICTURED) TAKES ON
THE ROLE AS DEMAND FOR THE SWISH RUNNING SHOE COMPANY’S
PRODUCTS CONTINUES TO GROW IN THE UK.

According to On, the number of retailers stocking the brand has doubled
in the last year. Burney will work closely with European head of sales Christian
Bahr and UK tech rep Tierney Maude, who has been instrumental in the
company’s UK growth.

On is also planning to expand its sales team with additional sales
and tech reps this year.

“When On first entered the UK market, it did so using distributor
Fit Brands, who positioned the brand well within the specialist running stores,” Bahr says. 

“With clear demand for the shoes, we decided that setting up a UK-based sales team would benefit
the brand and our partners. This model already works well in Switzerland, Germany and the USA. 
“Our goal is to work directly with all our partners, providing a first class service and to set up a

powerful selective distribution. Our goal for the next three years is to set up a strong UK team. 
“We want to position On as one of the top five premium performance running brands in the UK

and Richard, with his wealth of experience, is key to this.“
“On’s Cloud technology is a hugely important point of difference both visually and

functionally,” Burney says. “The market has lots of great brands with great shoes, but which are
widely available in all retail channels and are mostly all offering a variation on the same theme.  

“On shoes not only bring a retailer's shoe wall to life with a unique design and construction, but
also provide a running experience unlike any other out there in the market.” 
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REVENUES ROSE 13 PER CENT 
TO $7 BILLION (£4.2 BILLION),
WHILE NET INCOME INCREASED
THREE PER CENT TO $685 
MILLION (£415 MILLION).

“Our strong Q3 results
demonstrate our relentless focus on
delivering innovations that resonate
with consumers,” Mark Parker,

THIRD QUARTER REVENUE RISE FOR NIKE

Send your stories to the
Sports Insight news desk at
siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk 
or call 01273 748675.

INTERSPORT Q1 2015 Show 
June 24-25, Solihull

STAG UK Summer Buying Show
June 29-30, Four Pillars Hotel
Cotswold Water Park

INTERSPORT Q2 2015 Show
September 24-25, Solihull

DIARY DATES STAG UK Winter Buying Show
November 23-24, Four Pillars Hotel, Cotswold Water Park

ISPO Beijing 2015
January 28-31, China National Convention Center

ISPO MUNICH 2015
February 5-8, New Munich Trade Fair

SMMEX
March 9, Wembley Stadium
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THE BRIEF INCLUDES MANAGING THE BRAND’S UK PRESS
OFFICE FOR TRADE, SPECIALIST AND CONSUMER MEDIA
ACROSS BOTH MEN’S AND WOMEN’S SECTORS. 
It also encompasses the promotion of Odlo’s new AW14
marketing campaign, called The Art of Layering, as well as
launching an ambassadorial programme with the company’s
sponsored athletes.

Renowned for the three-layer principle incorporated into
its base layers (warmth, comfort and performance), Odlo’s
outerwear range for AW14 includes a hybrid active lifestyle
and urbanwear collection.

Matteo Twerenbald, Odlo’s international marketing
director, says: “Brandnation’s wealth of sports and outdoor
knowledge and experience, together with their extensive
lifestyle media connections, makes them the perfect partner
to realise Odlo’s visions and brand objectives.”

Brandnation’s managing director, Mary Killingworth, says:
“Odlo will be launching an extensive new product range for
AW14 that will enthuse both media and consumers. 

“Working with Odlo’s UK and international marketing
team, we have ambitious plans to engage a wider mass
audience while maintaining the core identity and credibility
of the brand.”

Odlo to use Brandnation
for UK PR push

GORDON
BAIRD JOINS
INOV-8 AS CEO

president and CEO of Nike, says. 
“Despite macroeconomic

challenges, Nike delivers consistent
results because we focus on the
biggest opportunities for growth, 
while we manage risk across our
diverse global portfolio. This is 
how we continue to drive long 
term value for our shareholders.”

DESCRIBED AS “A VERY EXPERIENCED BUSINESS LEADER
WITH FIRST RATE FOOTWEAR AND APPAREL
CREDENTIALS” BY INOV-8 FOUNDER WAYNE EDY, BAIRD
JOINS THE BRAND FROM AMERICANA, THE COMPANY
BEHIND BENCH CLOTHING.
He previously held managing director positions at Timberland
Europe, adidas Northern Europe and Dunlop Slazenger
International. Baird was also group president of heritage
brands at Wolverine Worldwide. 

He replaces Robert Perkins, who joined inov-8 as global
operations director in 2008 and became CEO in 2011. Perkins
has been instrumental in the company’s growth over the last
five years, building a team of 70 staff, 30 sales agents and 30
distributors around the world. 

“We are very grateful for Robert’s huge contribution to
inov-8,” Edy says. “He joined the business when we were very
small and played a major role in building our UK, US and
international businesses before taking on the CEO role. 

“As chief executive, Robert has helped develop and
maintain inov-8’s unique culture, brand positioning and
successful track record in product innovation. He stands down
with the business in great shape and with a strong order book
for 2014.”

Edy says of Baird: “We are confident he is the right person
to take the business onto the next stage of its development
and growth.” 

Baird says: “I love the genuine nature of the inov-8 brand.
It’s real and has that special quality about it that brands get
when everyone in the business believes in and shares the
same goals. 

“I see an opportunity to build on the great work that has
been done already at inov-8 and grow a truly world class
business on the international stage.”
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1. AQUA SPHERE
has renewed its partnership with
the Ecover Blue Mile, the mass
participation water sports event
programme designed to
encourage more people to
support greater care of our seas,
shores and wildlife.

2. DECATHLON
opened its latest UK store 
in Botley near Oxford on 
May 1. The outlet will sell
equipment and apparel 
for over 70 sports, 
including running, 
swimming and cycling.

SIX SPORTS
HAVE GRASS
ROOTS
FUNDING CUT
SPORT ENGLAND HAS WITHDRAWN A
TOTAL OF £2.8 MILLION FROM THE
FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION, THE ENGLAND
GOLF PARTNERSHIP, ENGLAND NETBALL,
ENGLAND HOCKEY, THE BRITISH
MOUNTAINEERING COUNCIL AND BRITISH
ROWING AS A RESULT OF ITS FIRST
‘PAYMENT FOR RESULTS’ REVIEW, WHICH
LOOKS AT THE METHODS THE GOVERNING
BODIES IT FUNDS ARE USING TO INCREASE
THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE PLAYING SPORT. 

BRITAIN’S MULTISPORT COMMUNITY EXPERIENCED DOUBLE DIGIT
GROWTH LAST YEAR, FUELLED BY THE POST-OLYMPIC GLOW AND SIXTH
HOTTEST SUMMER SINCE RECORDS BEGAN, ACCORDING TO THE
TRIATHLON INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION, WHICH COMPRISES EVENT
ORGANISERS, EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS, TOUR OPERATORS,
RETAILERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND MEDIA.

The interim research results of the TIA’s annual triathlete survey have shown
an increase in all types of race start - sprint, Olympic, middle and long distance
- during 2013 compared with 2012, with the average number of events entered
rising to 1.8, compared to 1.6 in 2012. 

This uplift is reflected by the British Triathlon Federation. The sport’s
national governing body estimates a 16 per cent rise in 2013 participation to
110,000 active triathletes.

The sport continues to welcome significant new blood, with the TIA study
finding 48 per cent of respondents had become triathletes within the last three
years. 

In terms of athletes’ origins before triathlon, 56 per cent were runners
before they took up the sport, 19 per cent were swimmers and 22 per cent
were road cyclists. The research also revealed triathletes regularly invest in the
latest gear to maximise their performance. 

Over two thirds of those questioned expect their discretionary triathlon
spend to be the same or increase over the next year, with bikes the most
expensive outlay. Respondents had spent an average of £1,550 on their latest
bike and expected to spend £2,000 on their next upgrade.

“This is the
second year we have
undertaken this study
on behalf of all the
sport’s commercial
stakeholders and the
results are very
encouraging,” Gary
Roethenbaugh,
managing director of
MultiSport Research,
the author of the
report for the TIA,
says. 

“The triathlon
industry is
determined to
understand ever
deeper the behaviour,
needs and wants of
both the sport’s
existing fans and its
newcomers to inform
what is done
collectively and
individually to feed
their passion.”

Conducted over
a two-month period,
the TIA’s study
comprised 4,100
survey responses
to questions on
all aspects of a
triathlete’s lifestyle.

Long hot summer inspires
surge in triathlon growth

“I want these decisions to send a clear
message to those national governing bodies
who need to change,” Sport England chief
executive Jennie Price says. “This year we are
removing up to 10 per cent of their future
investment and we will be working with them
to improve their plans. 

“I want to reassure people who play those
sports that they won’t lose out - we will still
fund them, but through other bodies such as
local authorities or charities.

“Where we think NGBs are doing the right
things to encourage people to play their sport,
we are backing them by giving them another
year to prove their plans can deliver results.”

Sport England is taking £1.6 million away
from the FA because the number of people
playing football regularly has dropped sharply. 

It plans to reinvest the money in a ‘City of
Football’, with the aim of creating a range of
new opportunities to encourage more people
to play the sport regularly. 

Sport England is also withdrawing
£496,000 from the England Golf Partnership. 

The England and Wales Cricket Board,
Badminton England and the Rugby Football
Union have been put on notice that they must
deliver growth by December 2014 or face
funding cuts next year.
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• STAG Summer & Winter Buying Shows for 2014

• Every STAG member is invited

• The Buying Show that means business

• Cotswolds Water Park Hotel

• To book contact: sharron@stagbuyinggroup.com

www.stagbuyinggroup.com

Sunday 29th June 9am – 6pm
Monday 30th June 9am – 5pm

Sunday 23rd November 9am – 6pm
Monday 24th November 9am – 5pm
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KITSTOP
ESSENTIAL STOCK FOR YOUR SHOP

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

ASICS LEG BALANCE TIGHTS 
FOR MAXIMUM SUPPORT, ASICS HAS INCORPORATED
MOTION MUSCLE TECHNOLOGY INTO ITS ICONIC LEG
BALANCE TIGHTS AND KNEE TIGHTS. FEATURING
HIGHLY ELASTICATED PANEL INSERTS AT THE WAIST
AND LOWER BACK, THESE PROPERTIES ARE
DESIGNED TO HELP IMPROVE POSTURE, PROMOTE
MOVEMENT AND REDUCE MUSCLE FATIGUE. 

Further panelling at the quadriceps, calves and around
the knees help minimise muscle vibrations and muscle
impact when striking the ground. To emphasise this
performance enhancing technology, contrasting neon
block sections have been added above the knees and
thighs to create a bright and colourful silhouette.

For more information email info-uk@asics.com

FOR MAXIMUM
SUPPORT, ASICS
HAS INCORPORATED
MOTION MUSCLE
TECHNOLOGY INTO
ITS ICONIC LEG
BALANCE TIGHTS
AND KNEE TIGHTS

VISIT THE COMPANY’S MAIN STAND AT THE EVENT, WHICH
TAKES PLACE AT THE NEC, BIRMINGHAM ON MAY 16-18, TO
TRY SAMPLES OF ALL YOUR FAVOURITE USN PRODUCTS,
PLUS SOME NEW LAUNCHES. VISITORS WILL ALSO
RECEIVE A FREE USN GYM BAG WITH EVERY PURCHASE
MADE ON THE DAY.

As well as product and competitions, USN athletes Dave
Titterton, Heather Schofield, Lee Powell and William Bonac
will be taking part in posing routines, while the Capital Radio
USN 12-Week Body Challenge Teams will be on hand to share
their inspirational story so far.

Q&A sessions with Ryan Terry, Max O’Connor, Emma Storey
Gordon, and Rory Norman will also take place.

The USN Fitness Gym will be situated at the back of the
stage, where you can watch the athletes work out and sign
up for a 20-minute personal training session. 

A Shaker and Workout T-Shirt Amnesty is also planned,
where old shakers and gym T-shirts can be exchanged for a
free USN shaker or USN T-shirt. 
For more information or trade enquiries call 0845 1800 556
or visit www.usn.co.uk

VISIT USN AT THE
BODYPOWER EXPO 2014
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TROLLEY DASH

1. MCDAVID 8200 CROSS COMPRESSION SHORT. 
2. REUSCH WAORANI PRO G2. REUSCHUK@BTINTERNET.COM
3. SPALDING TF 1000 LEGACY. SALES@UHLSPORTUK.COM

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

SHOCK DOCTOR REVOLUTIONISED THE
INDUSTRY WITH ITS FIRST
MOUTHGUARD IN 1993. EVER SINCE,
SHOCK DOCTOR MOUTHGUARDS HAVE
BEEN CREATED WITH THIS SAME
PASSION FOR SPORTS AND INNOVATION

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

GOFIT’S ENDURING
VISION IS TO GET THE
RIGHT PRODUCT,
TOGETHER WITH THE
BEST TRAINING, INTO
THE HANDS OF
PEOPLE READY TO
MAKE A CHANGE

GOFIT, THE LEADING MANUFACTURER
OF WORLD CLASS FITNESS SOLUTIONS

IN THE USA, IS COMING TO THE UK
GOFIT OFFERS A TOTAL HOME FITNESS SOLUTION, WITH GEAR 

AND TRAINING DESIGNED TO GET REAL RESULTS FOR REAL 
PEOPLE. FOUNDED IN 1999, GOFIT SET OUT TO INTEGRATE 

QUALITY FITNESS PRODUCTS WITH PROFESSIONAL TRAINING. 
GOFIT QUICKLY DEVELOPED INTO A TOP FITNESS MANUFACTURER 

AND INDUSTRY LEADER. 

Its focus remains on combining superior, innovative products with 
world class, instructional content from top experts in fitness, nutrition,

health and wellness. GoFit targets a fit lifestyle with a full range of
products for core training, weight resistance, muscle pain management,

yoga and sports performance.

GoFit’s enduring vision is to get the right product, together with the best
training, into the hands of people ready to make a change to create a

dramatic, positive impact, so they can go fit through life.

GoFit is in its 15th year, with product sold worldwide - including over
4000-plus stores in the United States and the rest of the world.

For more information email mark@gofit.net

SHOCK DOCTOR
SHOCK DOCTOR HAS GROWN FROM
BEING THE UNDISPUTED LEADER IN
MOUTHGUARD TECHNOLOGY TO BEING
THE LEADING INNOVATOR IN SPORTS
PROTECTION AROUND THE GLOBE.  

The company combines design and
technology to achieve better protection
and performance and is now trusted by
fearless athletes in a growing number of
sports - from grass roots to amateur to
professional.  

Shock Doctor revolutionised the industry
with its first mouthguard in 1993. Ever
since, Shock Doctor mouthguards have
been created with this same passion for
sports and innovation and the company is
committed to providing some of the
world’s most cutting edge protection
technology. 

Available in both youth and adult sizes and
for those with braces, the Shock Doctor
mouthguard range offers protection for
those at all levels of performance.

For further information about the range
and pricing email sales@hy-pro.co.uk,
call 01582 670100 or visit
www.shockdoctor.co.uk

1 2 3
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BOASTING BOTH THE ULTIMATE IN VITAL BODY ORGAN
PROTECTION AND FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT, INOV-8 IS
PROUD TO BRING TO MARKET A MOUNTAIN RUNNING
SOFTSHELL THAT DELIVERS A DOUBLE HIT OF
INNOVATION.

Weighing just 315g for men and 300g for women, the Race
Elite Softshell Pro, new for AW14, was named a 2014 ISPO
Award winner in the performance apparel (outer layers)
category earlier this year.

Specifically zoned to protect the core organs, the Pertex
Quantum fabric ensures an athlete’s chest, kidneys and head
are protected in the harshest of mountain conditions.

The super-soft, four-way stretch Pertex Equilibrium delivers
not only outstanding freedom of movement, but superb
comfort.

Athletic fitting like the rest of inov-8’s mountain running
apparel range, the Race Elite Softshell Pro is highly
breathable, windproof and DWR coated for water repellency.

inov-8 founder Wayne Edy says: “The combination of the two
fabrics means mountain athletes not only remain warm and
their vital body organs protected, but they don’t have to
compromise their speed or fluency.

For more information call 01388 744900 or visit
www.inov-8.com

INOV-8 RACE
ELITE SOFTSHELL PRO

KITSTOP
ESSENTIAL STOCK FOR YOUR SHOP

WITH THE MATCH TEAM KIT
AVAILABLE UNTIL 2016, IT’S A

GREAT OPTION FOR CLUBS
LOOKING FOR A NEW STRIP

NEW TO THE UHLSPORT RANGE THIS YEAR IS THE MATCH
TEAM KIT. THIS PRODUCT COMES AS A SET, WHICH INCLUDES
SHORTS AND SHIRT WITH A PRINTED DESIGN AND LOGO ON
BOTH SLEEVES. THE MATCH TEAM KIT IS ALSO AVAILABLE IN A
FEMALE CUT. 

With the Match Team kit available until 2016, it’s a great
option for clubs looking for a new strip.
Available in 10 different colour options, with sizes ranging
from XXXS to XXL, it’s also available in short or long sleeves.
Trade price: £14.45. RRP: £22.99 for juniors and
£27.99 for seniors.

For more information call 08448 849861, email
sales@uhlsportuk.com or visit www.uhlsport.com/en

Local sales representatives:
London and South East: Bob Ludlam. Tel: 07973 394004.
North and Midlands: Daniel Hume. Tel: 07960 013475. 
Wales and South West: Michael Morgan. Tel: 07973 802986.
Scotland: Eric Muir. Tel: 07940 598779.
All Ireland: Brian Hutchinson. Tel: 07959 543835.

THE MATCH TEAM KIT
HAS ARRIVED
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1. I GLOVE UHLSPORT T-SHIRT. SALES@UHLSPORTUK.COM
2. ARENA’S SS14 COLLECTION. SOLOSPORTS BRANDS UK. 01539 622322
3. JAKABEL. INFO@JAKABEL.COM. 020 8715 2385

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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GOLA ACTIVE TERMAS
COMBINING GENUINE TECHNICAL ATTRIBUTES WITH TREND
RELEVANT STYLING MAKES THE GOLA ACTIVE TERMAS

TRAINER HIGHLY DESIRABLE.  

This super lightweight men’s trainer is ideal for a variety of
fitness activities. Crafted in a breathable mesh with imi-
suede overlays, the Gola Active Termas allows you to
push your workout boundaries. The strategically placed
flex grooves in the sole unit aid natural foot movement,
while the moulded in-sock provides additional support
and comfort, making it ideal for challenging
workouts.  

For more information call 01706 212512 or email
sales@jacobsongroup.co.uk

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

2

CYCLING SEASON MUST-HAVES
NOTHING COMPARES TO THE SIMPLE PLEASURE OF RIDING
A BIKE. SO WITH CYCLING BECOMING EVER MORE POPULAR,
THE OPTIMUM CYCLING RANGE IS SURE TO BE A
BESTSELLER THIS SEASON. 

Comprising a lightweight, windproof gillet and soft touch
Amara palm half-finger road gloves, to name just two of the
brand’s top sellers in the range, contact Optimum today for
details of the latest products on offer.

For more information call 01942 497707 or contact your local
Optimum sales representatives.

1

3
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KITSTOP
ESSENTIAL STOCK FOR YOUR SHOP www.sportindustry.biz
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REUSCH

NEW GREAT VALUE FOR MONEY
CLOTHING RANGE FROM RONHILL

THE BRAND’S SG FINGER SUPPORT GLOVES HAVE BEEN IN
THE RANGE FOR A COUPLE OF YEARS AND EVERY YEAR
PROVE TO BE ONE OF THE BESTSELLING REUSCH STYLES. 

Updated for 2014, the Waorani style mirrors the colourways
currently being worn by many professional goalkeepers.
Available in adult sizes to retail at £35 and children’s sizes to
retail at £27.50, the Waorani SG Finger Support gloves
continue to be one of the cheapest finger protection models
on the market.

Featuring non-removable finger protection (including
protection in the thumb), an SG latex palm offering great grip,
an expanse cut for greater contact with the ball and a high
foam backhand for greater comfort, this is an excellent value
for money glove.

For more information call Bob Fidler at Reusch UK on 0161
439 4383 or email reuschuk@btinternet.com. Twitter:
@ReuschUK. Facebook: Reusch UK

RONHILL
OFFERS THE

CUSTOMER
TECHNICAL

PERFORMANCE
KIT AT A

GREAT PRICE

THE REJUVENATED PURSUIT RANGE IS NEW FOR 2014,
OFFERING THE CUSTOMER TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE KIT
AT A GREAT PRICE.

Products include windshell jackets and long and short sleeved
T-shirts and vests in a range of classic and vibrant colours.
Complementing the upper body range is a comprehensive
collection of black leg pieces, including the ever popular
multifunctional Trackster.  

For more information or to place an order call 
your local sales rep:
National Account Manager South: Alex Wilson. 
Tel: 07766 365609.
Western UK Rep: Simon Plaskitt. Tel: 07764 535143.
National Account Manager North: Andy Norman. 
Tel: 07515 597987.
North West UK Rep: Laura Finucane. Tel: 07768 822955.
Eastern Counties Agent: Rob Groome. Tel: 07973 319125.
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1

1. GOLA ATIVO DIAMOND TOUCH. SALES@JACOBSONGROUP.CO.UK
2. CURREXSOLE UK. WWW.CURREXSOLE.COM. 01344 623883
3. SPORTS NUTRITION. USN. WWW.USN.CO.UK. 0845 1800 556

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

CURREXSOLE
currexSole will have launched its UK

website (www.currexsole.co.uk) by the
time you read this. Fresh, multifunctional,

fully responsive and multiplatform, as
well as product, it also features expert

technical information for customers and
retailers alike. 

currexSole has led the field in guiding the
foot down a preferred motion pathway

with its Dynamic Arch Technology,
enhancing and protecting the way the

body moves naturally. 

Since the notion that an insole should
position the foot into Sub Talar Neutral,

ensuring alignment has long been put to
bed, currexSole has seen a significant

increase in sales. Last year the brand sold
just over 400,000 insoles and is on target
to hit 1,000,000 in 2014. The website will
also feature an app for insole recognition.

If you’re interested in knowing more or want to sell this
market leading product, call Mar Systems on 01344 623883.  

SUPER SOFT TOUCH 100
PER CENT COTTON TOWELLING,
IN BRILLIANT COLOURS AND
ALL AT LOW PRICES

Swimming pool toys from £1.10 (trade) upwards, plus easy-to-wear
swim shoes in many bright colours are just part of the other products

and accessories on offer at Jakabel. 

New towelling ponchos have just arrived to complement the already
hugely successful hooded towels and robes in super soft touch 100 per

cent cotton towelling, again in brilliant colours and all at low prices.

Delivery in two-three days all year round with no minimums.

For more information call 020 8715 2385, 
email info@jakabel.com or visit www.jakabel.com

SUN PROTECTION AND FUN FOR
ALL THE FAMILY AT JAKABEL

2

3
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MCDAVID 6448 HEX
SHIN/CALF GUARD

KITSTOP
ESSENTIAL STOCK FOR YOUR SHOP

A NEW ADDITION TO THE HILLY RANGE FOR 2014 IS THE
LITE-CUSHION SOCKLET IN A STYLISH, CONTEMPORARY
DESIGN. 

This sock is perfect for road and track running due to its
lightweight and minimalist construction with cushioning in
key impact zones. 

Using Lycra Sport throughout provides excellent stretch
and recovery and a close, comfortable fit.                                      

The Lite-Cushion collection is now available. Call the Hilly
sales office on 0161 366 5020 for orders or further
information.

THE HEX SHIN GUARD, WHICH PROTECTS YOUR SHINS
AND CALVES, COMES WITH REMOVABLE HARD PLATES.
THE 6448 FEATURES THE HDC MOISTURE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM, WHICH ALLOWS FOR OPTIMAL MOISTURE
TRANSPORT AND INCREASED VENTILATION.

The 6448 Hex shin/calf guard is only available in black, but  
in a wide range of sizes ranging from XS-XXL. This product
has an RRP of £25.95.  

For more information call +32(0) 14 85 47 85 
or email info@mcdavid.eu. You can also contact your local
sales representatives:
Scotland: Eric Muir. Tel: 07940 598779.
All Ireland: Brian Hutchinson. Tel: 07595 543835.
North and Midlands: Daniel Hume. Tel: 07960 013475. 
Wales and South West: Michael Morgan. Tel: 07973 802986.
London and South East: Richard Morris. Tel: 07778 159180.

SOCKS FOR RUNNERS -
LITE-CUSHION
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Emily Hughes, STX field hockey category brand manager,
talks us through the company’s offering

Podium
On the

CAN YOU GIVE US SOME
BACKGROUND ON THE BRAND?
STX is a global sports goods leader in the
sports of lacrosse, hockey and ice hockey.
With its 1970 introduction of the first
synthetic lacrosse head, STX ushered in the
modern era of what is now the fastest
growing team sport in North America.
Based in Baltimore, Maryland, STX has
been universally recognised for innovation
in product design and development. The
brand continues to strive for new
performance standards in sporting goods
equipment at the highest levels of
competition.

WHO ARE YOUR RANGES
AIMED AT?
Any hockey enthusiast who is looking for
great equipment. Our designs include
options for the player who is just starting
or the elite Olympian who is
competing at the highest
international level. 

KEY FEATURES
AND BENEFITS?
We wanted to design
product 
that made sense
for the market.
We did this by
first identifying
three key playing
styles and
ultimately created
three 
product families
for our sticks.

The
Surgeon
family is
designed
for the
player
who
wants a
lot of

control from their stick. On the pitch the
Surgeon player is one that competes with
great precision and quickness. The
Stallion family is designed to provide a
balanced combination of power and
control. The Stallion player is very
versatile during competition and a great
part of the transition from defence to
offence. The Hammer family is designed
to provide ultimate power. The Hammer
player is a powerhouse on the field and
wants a stick that is going to increase
their strength and toughness.   

HOW ARE THEY MARKETED?
The stick market is extremely cluttered
and choosing a stick can be overwhelming
for a player. It can be even more
overwhelming for a retailer trying to
memorise the benefits and features of
every product they are carrying within
their store. But with STX you have clear
product families built upon distinct playing
styles. This not only makes it easier for

the retailer to learn about our product,
but makes it easier to sell it too. 

By simply asking a player if
they prefer more power,
control or a combination of
the two from their stick, a
retailer can direct the buyer
to the stick family that is
best for them. From there
the final buying choice can
be made based on the
player’s level of play. 

WHY DO YOU 
THINK THEY 

SELL SO WELL?
STX sells well because we

are a trusted brand that
strives to develop
and produce
excellent
hockey
equipment.
Our

product
line is

clean and
easy to

understand and is
relatable to the player.
When a player purchases
equipment with the knowledge
that it was designed specifically
for them and their needs, they feel
more confident and develop a loyalty 
to our brand.

WHAT’S THE MOST EFFECTIVE
WAY A RETAILER CAN MARKET
THE RANGES?
Retailers will be most effective at
marketing the ranges by leveraging the
strength and clarity of the product
families. Visual merchandising support
will be made available to help convey the
playing style alignment to each of the
lines within the ranges. STX will also be
making demo sets available for retailers
to take advantage of in order to conduct
in-store trials or host special promotional
event days. STX has a long history of
successful product trial campaigns that
have regularly led to increased sales for
its retail partners.

For more information email
Emily Hughes: emilyh@stx.com.
For retail information email Tom
Whitehouse, STX UK country
manager: tomw@stx.com

“With STX you
have clear

product families
built upon distinct

playing styles”
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WHAT IS THE STORY
BEHIND RUN-FAST RETAIL?
The Run-Fast shop was initially
created in 2012 in the City of London.
Originally the plan was to open the
shop in Leadenhall Market, but
unfortunately the property we were
hoping to take over fell through. At
that stage, however, we had stocked
up and already recruited a team of
experienced staff for the new store.
Rather than sit on the stock, we
opened a pop-up shop on the
ground floor of an office block just
around the corner that is owned by
Peter McHugh de Clare. Peter
created the Run-Fast business, as he
has a lifelong passion for running.  

WHAT BRANDS 
DO YOU STOCK?
We have an extensive range of
performance running shoes, apparel
and accessories from over 35 brands.
This includes market leaders such as
Nike, adidas, Saucony and Garmin, as
well as less well known but highly
regarded specialist brands such as
On, Y-Fumble and OMM.

WHAT IS DIFFERENT
ABOUT RUN-FAST RETAIL?
We are not just a retail shop. We are part
of the Run-Fast umbrella of companies,
the main company being Run-Fast Sports
Management, which was set up by Peter
in 2010 and is a global sports
management company for elite athletes. It
combines a permanent high altitude
training camp in Iten, Kenya with a
secondary facility in London where the
Run-Fast athletes live and train while
racing around Europe and the UK.

HOW IS YOUR SHOP DIFFERENT?
Our current location is a shop that is not
much bigger than an average living room,
but within that space all the shoes are
grouped according to their function - ie,
stability, natural, cushioning, racing etc. In
June, however, we are opening our new
flagship store in the City. This will have an
area of 3,000 sq ft, which will combine the
retail element of the business with a coffee
shop and treatment rooms. This holistic
style of retailing has been used in other
fields, but we want to apply it to sports
retailing in particular. 

We will also be taking a different

Run-Fast Retail is a running shop that offers a whole new take on
sports retailing, commercial manager John Needham says

and the other members of the team
also have high levels of knowledge
in this area, such that we are able to
fit the right shoes and kit to the
right person. We know the products
and how they change from year to
year and we also provide a highly
expert gait analysis service.

WHAT’S BEEN YOUR
BIGGEST CHALLENGE?
Waiting for the right building in the
right location with the space
we need, plus the vital ingredient -
namely large windows to display the
products and a good outside space
to carry out gait analysis.

WHAT DO YOU LIKE 
MOST AND LEAST 
ABOUT THE BUSINESS?
I find dealing with the London
traffic a little crazy. I cycle into work
every day and wonder how I always
make it. The best part of Run-Fast
is the passion and attitude of all the
staff and the view that it is okay to
try new things and move outside
the comfort zone. 

It is great to be involved in
something that promotes British
running. The UK is probably not as

competitive as it has been, but Run-Fast is
making an investment in elite running. This
obviously has a trickle down effect into the
sport at grass roots level, which is
important to us. Run-Fast sponsors a
junior cross country league in London, so
as well as working at the top end of the
spectrum of running, we are also working
hard to inspire the next generation of
athletes. It is a very exciting place to be
and we want to pass on that passion and
excitement to our customers.

“Our current location
is a shop that is not

much bigger than an
average living room”
approach to displaying brands’ products.
Brands often create a concept or story for
their products each season, which can get
lost in retail. We are working to maintain that
story, so that if, for instance, a brand lights
products in a certain way in their marketing
we can reproduce that in-store and help
tell the story.

WHAT ABOUT SERVICE?
The Run-Fast sales team are all
enthusiastic, experienced
individuals who are passionate
about running and their aim is
to provide first class service
and advice to our customers.
I personally come from a
sports science background

Run-Fast
athlete
manager
Tom Payn

Run-Fast athlete
Peter Emase
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WHEN DID YOU 
GET INTO THE 
SPORTS TRADE?
From as early as I can
remember, sport has
played a big part in my
life. My dad was a sports
journalist working initially

in Scotland and then he was offered a new
position down south, so the whole family
relocated to Manchester. Since then it’s
been all about sport - playing it, watching
it and, most importantly, working in it. 

My first job in the sports trade was at
the age of 19 working in the Manchester
branch of all:sports and to this day I have
never left the sports trade. I always had a
good understanding of how the industry
works and it’s been very good to me over
the years. I have some great memories of
the early days, but the industry has changed
dramatically and it’s a very different place
today, although I still enjoy it just as much.

WHO’S BEEN THE BIGGEST
INFLUENCE ON YOUR CAREER?
Looking back, I could never say there was
one particular individual. For me, there are
three businessmen who have made their
mark in British sports retailing - Peter
Cowgill, Mike Ashley and Dave Whelan. All
three of them are very individual people with
very different personalities, principles and
strategies, yet all three have been very
successful and continue to evolve and grow
in their respected ventures. I have been very
fortunate to have learned a great deal from
each of them and that knowledge has
helped me enormously over the years.

WHAT’S 
BEEN YOUR
CAREER
HIGHLIGHT 
TO DATE?
Becoming
managing director
of Diadora at the
age of 27 is
certainly up there
and that was probably
the catalyst in terms of
where I am today. I learned an
awful lot about the business at a young age
and in a short space of time. During my
tenure I took the turnover from £2.5 million
to £38 million - I have always been proud of
that achievement. Overall, I would have to
say selling my company Source Lab to JD
Sports Fashion is my career highlight so far. 

Front
Runners

Andrew Ronnie, managing director of KOOGA
created a new website that reflects the brand
values and new creative vision of KOOGA.

.

WHERE DOES THE INDEPENDENT
SPORTS RETAILER FIT INTO
THIS STRATEGY?
They are a key part of the business and I think
they are incredibly important for this industry,
not only for KOOGA, but for the continued
growth of sport at every level, as they serve
the local community, which is where the
majority of sport is played. My family and I
have been using the same local sports shop
for years now. The independent retailer has
the knowledge and product range that makes
them accessible to a lot of people who are
very serious about sport.

WHAT ARE YOUR 
PLANS FOR THE 

BRAND IN 2014?
I have put in place a brand

strategy that will give us the
edge in an increasingly
competitive market and the
response so far has been very
encouraging. We also have a
new product team who are
already creating some great

things - it’s good to see an
enthusiasm and freshness to

what they are doing. 
It’s important we focus on the

products that can take the brand to
the next level. A key driver for
KOOGA will be brand visibility, which
is why we are working hard to
obtain the right team sponsorships
that are a good fit for the new
brand strategy. It’s all about
partnerships and working
together with our sponsored

teams for mutual benefit and
commercial success. I see 
some really good times
ahead for KOOGA.

WHAT OTHER BRANDS 
DO YOU ADMIRE? 
The obvious ones stand out, such as Nike
and adidas, but I have also been very
impressed with Under Armour, and they
are certainly one to watch. I also love
ASICS because they have stayed true to
their brand values and have a real
heritage, plus they are always innovating
and challenging the bigger brands, which
is always good to see.

HOW’S THE RELAUNCH OF
KOOGA PROGRESSING?
WHAT’S YOUR STRATEGY? 
It’s going fantastically well. Since the
relocation, we are already benefiting from
the new processes I have put in place. The
whole thing has got a new structure,
direction and focus and that can only be a
good thing. Our strategy is to
reposition the brand
back into core rugby.
We have the team
and, more
importantly, the
products to achieve
this. I have also
instigated new
marketing and PR
strategies, as
well as

“The independent
retailer has the
knowledge and

product range that
makes them accessible

to a lot of people”

For more information call 0161 488 1155 or email andrewronnie@kooga-rugby.net
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unning injuries are not new.
In 1992 a review of the
existing research (published
in Sports Medicine by Van
Mechelen) revealed that

between 37 and 56 per cent of runners
were injured every year.

But we kept on running. The 1990s saw
the growth of recreational running and a
survey published by Running USA shows
that in America the number of race finishers
has increased year on year, from around five
million in 1990 to 15 million in 2012. 

UNTRAINED
“This rise in untrained runners joining
events has brought the average race time
down and provoked the increase of
sports therapy clinics up and down the
country,” says Mitchell Phillips from
StrideUK, a company that uses clinical
video gait analysis and dynamic testing to
understand a client’s biomechanics at its
bespoke studio in Hove, East Sussex.

According to the American Academy
of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation,
the current estimation is that 70 per cent
of runners will become injured in some
way. And it’s not just adults. A 2011 study
of 16,000 children published in Clinical
Pediatrics journal found injuries in those
aged eight to 16 had increased by 34 per
cent over a 14-year period between 1994
and 2007. 

Sarah Russell is a running coach who
in the last year has focused her energies
on biomechanics, adding intrinsic
biomechanics to her qualifications. As
well as training a number of marathon
runners, she gives talks to coaches at
England Athletics on the subject. 

“I train a lot of beginner runners who
are unconditioned,” she explains. “A
sedentary lifestyle, with people in desk
bound jobs, can lead to weaknesses and
imbalances, particularly in the glutes and
hip flexors, which can lead to all sorts of
problems lower down the chain.”

Russell realised that to get the best
from her clients she had to offer them a
biomechanic screening first and help
them build a strong foundation from
which to start running from. 

The last decade has also seen the rise
of barefoot running. Inspired by earlier
incarnations such as the pose technique

and Chi running, one of the key facets of
the barefoot running technique is a focus
on where the foot lands - ie, a forefoot
strike is most efficient. 

Barefoot running has had a big
impact on the business of biomechanics.
In the short term, unconditioned runners
opting for zero drop shoes and trying to
not run on their heels resulted in a whole
new set of injuries to deal with. 

In the long term, barefoot put form on
the running agenda. In 2010 brands like
Saucony, New Balance and Vivobarefoot
made education part of their marketing
plans and the debate about heel and
forefoot strike took place in magazines
and newspapers and among academics. 

“Barefoot running has thrust running
technique and biomechanics into the
forefront and made us all review practice,”
says Trevor Prior of Premier Podiatry, one
of the country’s leading podiatrist and
biomechanics specialists. 

IMPROVE
You can improve your
running style so that
your knee doesn’t roll
inwards or out and
your foot lands in the
optimum position for
take off, so that you
drive your arms
efficiently without
upper body tension. 

“Better running
style is always more efficient and should
reduce the risk of injury, as well as
improving your running economy,” Prior
says.

The success of brands like The Running
School, created five years ago by rehab
coach Mike Antoniades, shows that people
want to learn how to run. The brand now
has eight franchisees and runs education
and training events that focus on functional
movement and recognise running as a skill
that can be taught and refined.  

But there’s more to it than just
learning good running style. “It’s vital to
uncover areas of dysfunction,” Russell
says. “These days there’s a focus on
functional movement and training, but we
need to understand how an individual
moves, what each of their imbalances are,
and address these first.”

Adds Prior, who has recently introduced
the innovative Run 3D into his clinics:
“There is only so much you can do with
running style and attention to underlying
strength. Flexibility, neuromotor control [the
way in which you recruit the muscles] and
alignment are also important.” 

Run 3D can go further than the naked
eye with its technology, referred to as
three-dimensional motion analysis. Infrared
motion capture equipment - a
sophisticated set of three infrared cameras
- measures you running in three dimensions
at the joint angles of your hips, knees and
ankles. After measuring your joint angles,
results are compared to the world’s largest
biomechanical database of uninjured
runners. This allows the system to identify
any unusual patterns in running style.

“A 3D gait analysis will determine if
you have any excessive or restricted
motion that may predispose to injury and
thus an appropriate exercise regime can
be provided to minimise risk,” Prior says.

Up until now coaches have focused
on extrinsic factors, such as running
shoes, volume of training and terrain.
“Running shops have made a killing
selling running shoes allegedly designed
to cure every running related injury that
in most cases often only offered a short
term solution,” Phillips says. 

Coaches like Phillips, who’s a qualified
running technique analyst, can help to
unravel the intrinsic factors - “Strength,

flexibility, alignment and
neuromotor control,”
according to Prior.

What makes good or
bad biomechanics and
how can you fix your
running style? “Over the
years our bodies have
adapted to postural
changes because of
work, sports, lifestyle
habits and illness and
these are different for

everyone,” Phillips explains. “A
sudden change in running technique could
cause a whole new range of problems.” 

STRENGTHEN
The core lessons learnt at StrideUK show
that good performance starts at the hips
and pelvis line. “We provide simple
programmes to strengthen the core and
stabilising muscles,” Phillips says. 

He adds: “Biomechanics is full of
contradictions and, most importantly,
what may make logical sense doesn’t
always end up making physical sense.
There’s just no one simple answer to
everything.” 

But at least now there are enthusiastic
professionals willing to work out what
your issues are to help you run faster and
with less risk of injury.

“The current
estimation is

that 70 per cent
of runners will
become injured

in some way”
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Over the last 20 years mass participation in running has
tripled and, as a result, more runners are injured. In

response, pioneering coaches and businesses are finding
ways to help keep people running by focusing on
biomechanics and style. Fiona Bugler reports
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main problem was access,” Michael
Alman of Sidmouth-based Sports
Republic says. “We’re 100 metres from
the sea and it was very difficult to get in
and out. The water broke through the
sea wall. We effectively closed down for
a month and had to stop ordering - it
was a huge blow.” 

Alman says business was 60 per cent
down in February, despite making some
drastic decisions to boost trade: “We
extended our January sale through
February, dropped our prices and used
advertising - we did all we could. We’re
lucky in that we have a solid sports
fraternity here. We have a bowls club
who play indoors during the winter, the
cricket club has indoor nets and there’s
a busy leisure centre.

ritain is still drying out after
the most destructive winter
storms in living memory.  

Retailers as a whole
reported a decline in year on

year footfall of 5.3 per cent in February. It
fell by 8.1 per cent in south west England
and Wales compared to 2013, while
Valentine’s week saw a debilitating 17 per
cent decrease in trading in the far west.

HARDEST HIT
The inclement weather literally poured
cold water on a fragile economic
recovery. For the sports retail industry in
the parts of the south and west hardest
hit by the ferocious tempests, it has been
an unhappy start to the year.

“Our stockroom was flooded, but the

B

Britain endured what was officially called an unprecedented natural disaster last winter - the
floods. Aside from the threat to life and limb, they represented the ultimate challenge for some

sports retailers and distributors. Adrian Hill hears their stories

“We didn’t get some deliveries
through from Bristol due to the problems
in Somerset and there was a real issue
with fallen trees. We are 10 miles from
Exeter, so everyone between us and
Exeter would go into the city via the
main road.”

Further turbulence was created by
Chris Hargreaves, Alman’s partner in the
business, leaving to become manager of
League Two football club Torquay United.
Alman says sales are picking up now, with
half term being a boost in late February.

RIVER THAMES
In the south east it was the flood waters
of the River Thames, stirred up by the
wind and torrential rain, which brought
misery to hundreds of thousands of
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Schofield, managing director of Island
Sports, says: “We’re based in Bideford
and I had to go to Henley on business
one day. I called ahead to see what the
situation was and they told me: ‘Only
come if you’ve got an amphibious
vehicle’. 

“Our business is internet based, so
we weren’t really affected. Local sales
fell away, but there again there was no
football being played down here. There
is nothing you can do about it. You just
have to keep your customers informed
of the situation. If I try to book a courier
and they come
back to me and
say their depot is
flooded, there’s
nothing I can do.”

Although he
says his company
was largely
unaffected,
Schofield is vice
president of the
Devon branch of the Federation of
Small Businesses and says that
businesses in the county were losing 
£2 million-£3 million each day during
the crisis.

“The tourists will notice a
difference,” Schofield adds. “There’s not
so much sand on the beaches and

rocks and stones caused damage during
the storms, but Devon is definitely open
for business.”

NORTH OF ENGLAND
In the north of England the rainfall was
near normal volumes for the time of
year, but for distributors the picture
elsewhere in the country was vital, as
Jeff Tipler of Samba Sports,
manufacturer of UPVC goals, explains:
“At the start of February we were
concerned the flooding would affect
sales, as we distribute the length and

breadth of the
country, but there
was basically no
grass roots football
played from
Christmas until the
end of February
and we are
primarily a grass
roots company. 

“We ended up 
a few thousand pounds short in terms 
of February sales, but we have had a
fantastic time in March. It’s amazing to
think that last March we had six inches
of snow up here on the
Lancashire/Yorkshire border and this
year we have seen daffodils out and
temperatures of 12 degrees.”

“We effectively
closed down for a
month and had to
stop ordering - it
was a huge blow”

people along its path through
Oxfordshire, Berkshire and Surrey. 
The effects were more localised than 
in the west, but created ripples 
through the community.

However, Andy Holme of Warlands
Cycles in Botley Road, Oxford argues
that the situation was made worse by
the perception outweighing the reality:
“January was a dead loss for us. The
Botley Road was shut for a week, but
the ongoing problem during the bad
weather was the wave after wave of
negative press telling people the road
was closed when it actually wasn’t. 

“I rang the local newspaper to tell
them that we are here and we are all
getting into work. People read or heard
the news and assumed they would be
advised not to drive in.”

The Environment Agency became a
political football during the crisis, but
Holme supports its efforts: “There is 
only so much the Environment Agency
can do without spending massive sums
of money. Whenever the water levels 
go up even slightly we get a call from
them to give us a warning - they are
doing their job.”

The blanket media coverage
indicated the entire south west was
plunged into crisis, but there were
places relatively untouched. Terry
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In Dawlish there was the drama of the Exeter to Plymouth
railway line, which hugs the shoreline through the town, being
effectively washed into the sea. A local councillor described
the stricken section of track as a “Peruvian rope bridge” after
it was left hanging in mid air by huge waves destroying the
wall, which was designed to protect it from the ocean.

The news made national headlines, while the Prime
Minister visited the area to inspect the damage. The repairs
are ongoing and frustration is growing in the town’s
business community, as Robert Bowen of the beautifully
named Braking Wind Cycles explains: “For us it’s not only
this year, as, believe it or not, last year was the wettest
winter ever in the West Country. 

“We’ve had two years of it. It has hit trade, the sunshine
makes people go out on bikes and, as well as the railway,
we’ve had the additional problem of potholes. The roads
have been breaking up, the water has got under the tarmac
and made it like marzipan and the huge lorries that have
been coming through town due to the railway being out of
action have increased the problem.

“Devon has the greatest number of road miles in the
country and the conditions have played havoc. The county
council can’t cope with the sheer volume of road repairs
required. They need more funds from central government.”

Retailing in a seaside town can be a precarious
business. Coastal hubs have the highest level of personal
insolvencies, with the isolation that poor conditions bring
having a huge effect.

“It’s been pretty harsh,” Bowen admits. “My suppliers
have been understanding this winter and I can’t describe to
you how poor the weather has been down here. In
December and January we were looking at the forecast and
seeing storms lined up in the Atlantic that came crashing in.
And these were not ordinary storms - one after another
with 80-90 mph winds. In the modern world we think we
can cope with everything, but we can’t.

“The railway repairs have closed the beach. Beach huts
that were demolished in the storms are still there lying on
the beach. I’m happy that the town, district and county
councils have put a lot of energy into sorting out the
railway, but I’m not happy that the beachfront is not open.
We don’t have a date for its reopening and we’ve been told
to seek a new route for the triathlon in September, which
normally runs along the seafront. It gives me the impression
that this is going to go on and on.

“There needs to be pressure put on to get the repairs
done, as it’s absolutely vital for the town to get the beach
open.”

Bowen remains worried about the short term, but
exhibits the resolute spirit so evident in the badly affected
communities: “These are tough times, but from our point of
view we’re quite happy that Dawlish is fighting back. We
have a new cycle track about to open, but we need extra
help from central government to get the seafront open. We
have had a 100-year event and are hoping for better things
from now on.”
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this can be traced back to the late 1980s
and early 1990s when brands such as Hi-
Tec began to widen their product range
beyond core sports and launched a range
of outdoor footwear. Today the
emergence of categories such as trail
running have seen product ranges and
brands straddling both the running and
outdoor channels.

Snow & Rock with its Runners Need
department and Sports Direct with its
Field & Trek proposition continue to
bring the channels together from a retail
perspective. Similarly inov-8 and
Salomon stand out as companies
successfully targeting both channels
from the brand side.

Of course, in regions such as 
the Lake District the sports and 
outdoor shop has always been
prominent. However there are signs 

THECHANNELS THEYARE

A-CHANGING
Paul Sherratt looks at how sports brands and retailers are exploiting new distribution channels

of growth outside of these areas, 
as independents continue to search 
for a point of difference.

SPORT AND IMPRINT
Traditionally, the embellishment or
imprint market has consisted of a strong
base of independent stores serviced by
four or five well established wholesalers.
These wholesalers - or distributors as
they are referred to in this channel - offer
next day delivery, good stock holding
and core product lines ideal for
embellishment.

However, over the past 15 years or so
the dynamics have begun to change,
most notably the distributor shift towards
embracing sporting goods and brands.
The driving force behind this is simple to
explain. Traditionally most sports retailers,
and in particular team sports retailers,

n the ‘old’ sales world,
distribution channels were
clear - sports shops sold only
sporting goods and sold to
sports people. Outdoor

shops sold only outdoor goods and sold
to consumers interested in outdoor items.
Pharmacies sold pharmaceutical items
and dispensed prescriptions, while
embroidery stores offered promotional
items or undertook third party
embroidery work. And so the list goes on.

In the ‘new world’, these channels are
becoming less clear and new sales and
distribution opportunities are opening up
for sports brands and retailers, as they look
beyond the core sports industry channel.

SPORT AND OUTDOOR
The sport and outdoor channels have
always been close cousins. The history of
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RETAIL

would purchase the relevant team kit and
outsource the embellishment to the
imprint channel.

As the market has become more price
aggressive and as the price of embroidery
and printing machines have dropped,
sports retailers have begun to purchase
these machines to enhance their margins,
provide an improved service and open up
wider business opportunities. Likewise, as
the imprint retailers
have seen their
business servicing the
sports channel
decline, they have
begun to purchase
sporting goods
themselves, which
they can embellish
accordingly.

It is this particular
channel merger that,
in my opinion, will
have the greatest
long term impact in
the sporting goods
market. It is likely that
sports brands will become more available
to both channels and more sports
retailers will invest in print and
embroidery machines and target the
schoolwear and promotional market.

Schoolwear, in particular, is already
providing many sports retailers with an
opportunity to draw local consumers
back into their stores to purchase school
clothing items and to cross sell them
sporting goods. It is an area yet to be
addressed by the sports multiples and

thus has an obvious appeal to any sports
retailer feeling local market pressures.

SPORT AND PHARMACY
Perhaps at first not obvious bedfellows,
there are signs that more products are
appearing in these channels.

In the 1990s sports support brands
brought a more sophisticated and
appealing product range to the pharmacy

market, with brands
such as Pro Sport
perfectly placed to take
sports supports into the
pharmacy channel.
Moving into 2000 and
beyond, this channel
began to embrace
health and well being, as
did the sports trade,
leading to more sporting
goods being seen in
pharmacies.

This product traffic
is certainly not one way,
as one only has to look
at the rise of kinesiology

tape in recent years - and taping and
strapping in general - as well as hot and
cold therapy, to see how pharmacy
brands are targeting sport.

Consider also nutritional
supplements, vitamins and recovery
products - a fast growing category that
happily straddles both channels. As long
as health and well being continues to be
a prominent social and cultural topic, it is
likely that more products will feature in
both these channels.

SPORT AND TOYS
Some would say that in certain sectors the
toy and sports industries are already as
one. Certainly most toy retailers sell a bat
and ball set, as well as tennis balls and
footballs, alongside their sporting cousins.
However, it appears that, again in the face
of increasing competition, both channels
are looking to find new products.

Multiple retailers such as Toys R Us are
driving heavily into more authentic sporting
goods in key categories and are courting
sports brands, while darts, snooker and
table games suppliers have for many years
enjoyed strong sales in this channel.

Online toy retailers are making it
increasingly difficult for toy suppliers.
Therefore, for them to target the sports
channel with sport related items, such as
sporting Monopoly sets or football
trading cards, may provide a new
opportunity for both toy supplier and
sports retailer alike. 

The deeper we dig the more
examples we can find of sporting goods
brands and retailers pushing into other
channels and it is clear these are opening
up bigger market opportunities at a time
where the number of sports retailers as a
whole continues to decline.

If addressed correctly, this may
provide many with the chance to develop
new business and prevent revenue loses.
This can create new channel
opportunities and to become a 21st
century sports brand or retailer it is clear
that one must continue to look outside of
the sports channel and address these
changing times.

“Schoolwear is
providing many
sports retailers

with an
opportunity to

draw local
consumers back

into their stores”

Retailers like Sports Direct, with
its Field & Trek proposition,
continue to bring the sport and
outdoor channels together from 
a retail perspective
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ree. It’s the best possible
price point when you want
something. What’s more,
there’s a lot of it about. 

One of the biggest
benefits conferred by the internet is that
access to information and expertise is
now very often free. Plus you don’t have
to go looking for it, as the providers are
only too keen to send it to you. Of course,
you then have to make a judgement
about quality - free rubbish is still rubbish.

That process has created an openness
in business. Whereas in the past experts
tended to keep their knowledge to
themselves, unless you were ready to part
with hard cash, now if they don’t share it
they don’t make sales. But it’s not just
about the wonders of the web. If you are
ready to listen, there are a host of people
willing to share their knowledge with you. 

EXHIBITIONS
Let’s start with an unabashed plug for the
sports trade exhibitions. Between them,

Intersport and STAG have four arranged
for the rest of 2014, while ISPO has
events in Munich and Beijing in early 
2015. While the UK shows don’t have
seminar programmes, ISPO does and 
it’s a valuable and popular source of 
free information.

But you don’t just go to an exhibition
for the seminars, you go to see existing
and would-be suppliers and find new
products and ideas. Here is where there 
is unlimited access to free expertise,
people bubbling over with ideas and
opportunities - the stuff of business
growth. 

However, most visitors to an
exhibition go about their day very
wastefully. You should plan it - these are
the companies I want to visit, these are
the questions I plan to ask everybody, this
is the person I need to meet or establish
contact with, these are problems I want
sorted and these are the types of ideas
I’m looking for. If you’ve got a shopping
list, your time will be more productive. 

I would also plan to make some
appointments with the individuals you
want time with. This can be tricky,
because an exhibitor won’t want to break
off from a sales pitch because you’ve
arrived on the dot of 11am. You need to be
flexible, but the idea is still a good
principle to have and it ensures you don’t
pitch up when the person you want to see
is taking a coffee break.

BANKS
Where else can you get something for
nothing? Surprisingly your bank may
have what you need. If, like me, you bank
with Barclays you might think the only
things you get free are cheap blue pens.
I recommend digging a little deeper. It
also offers advice sheets. These used to
be available in hard copy form from
branches, but now you have to go online.

The virtue is that there’s a veritable
Aladdin’s cave of different content.
Certainly at the sales and marketing end
of business - my own area of interest -
they cover the spectrum. They are also
well written and targeted at the smaller
business. Barclays also gives you free
data back-up and anti-virus facilities.
Taken together, it’s a very good service.
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There are a host of people ready and willing to share their
knowledge with you for free, Paul Clapham says
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But guess what? Barclays hardly
publicises it. 

I asked other high street banks 
and, sure enough, they have similar
facilities. But once again, talking to a 
few of their clients, they are hiding this
light under a bushel. The banks get
plenty of well merited flak, so when 
they do something well you’d think 
they shout about it.

Then there’s BT. The majority of
readers will be BT Business customers.
Do you read its emails? I recommend
them. The content is good, it invariably
includes a convincing case study 
and, while BT is selling its services, 
the ideas are solid. 

SUPPLIERS
Do you pump your suppliers? It never
ceases to amaze me how few small
businesses in all sectors do this. Every
time you see or speak to a sales rep he’s
going to be after your business, but you
should be thinking: what’s in it for me? 

This should be about far more than
price. You may be proud of your
negotiation skills that keep those
important unit costs to a minimum, but
that rep has much more to offer you
than price reductions alone. Indeed,
there comes a point in any negotiation
where said rep simply has nothing more
to offer on price. What then?

Let’s start with sales and marketing
support. It is commonly a weakness of
small businesses that they don’t have
marketing skills or knowledge in-house
and probably a serious disinclination to
buy them in. But many of your suppliers
do. Do you ask for their input? An
extended phone call, an exchange of

emails or, ideally, a meeting could solve
that lack of expertise. 

There are plenty of aspects to this,
from simple things like writing the most
effective letters and emails, through
templates for effective advertising to
the dos and don’ts of building a website. 

If you are planning a major
marketing campaign, you may find a
supplier is willing to put up hard cash to
support it. Don’t scoff - this happens in
plenty of business sectors and it
definitely falls under the heading of
‘don’t ask, don’t get’. Note that this
money comes from a marketing budget,
whereas discounts typically come from

a sales budget. If the former is not fully
earmarked, a strong proposition from
you could feed some of it your way.

Next comes local, regional and
national information - research. Unless
you are on unusually good terms with
your competitors, they are not going to
tell you what’s selling or what sales
technique is working best. But any
decent rep will have that knowledge.
With sensitivity to issues of local
competition, they should be willing to
share it. On your own, there is next to no
chance you will know what’s selling 50
or 100 miles away and why. One
question to the rep and you will.

The options are next to limitless online, a standard problem being too much
information. I did a series of searches adding ‘free’ to various sports trade
topics and came up essentially empty handed. So here are some sites that
have sent me information I would call relevant to the industry. 

First up is Business Advisor (www.advisorsforbusiness.co.uk). It covers a
vast range of topics, including those tricky areas such as health and safety
and employment law. The latter is particularly relevant to the small business
because it’s an area with a vast amount of pitfalls to trap the unwary, one
where the cost of getting it wrong is truly frightening and where few small
businesses have anything but the haziest idea of best practice.

I’m a fan of Customer Experience Magazine
(www.customerexperiencemagazine.co.uk). In essence, this site features a
series of stories of best and worst practice and the benefits or fallout
resulting from them. It does tend to focus on larger organisations, so you
need to translate that into your own circumstances, but the content is good
and very current. One recent case was the benefits of internal customer
service, ie treating your staff with the same respect as you give to clients.

Take a look at Shoutlet (www.shoutlet.com), which is essentially about
the use of digital media. It’s practical stuff and, while I’d argue here and
there about comment, it’s a good place to go to get better informed about
turning your computer into a salesman. 
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hen you’re one of the best
small boat sailors of all time
with a shelf full of trophies,
including an Olympic gold
medal, what do you do

when, just over 30 and still supremely fit,
you decide you want a new challenge?

If you’re 31-year-old Anna Tunnicliffe,
you take up what has been described as a
sport designed to find the fittest humans
on earth. CrossFit, a gruelling blend of
gymnastics, weightlifting and endurance,
holds its world games every summer and
Tunnicliffe is in the team of world class
athletes put together by technical running
shoe brand inov-8 for this year’s event.

FAST GROWING
Since its development in the US 14 years
ago, CrossFit has been taken on by more
than 7,000 gyms across the world and

since 2007 has become a phenomenally
fast growing sport. The world CrossFit
Games now attracts top class athletes like
Tunnicliffe, Commonwealth Games
swimmer Stuart Trees and former US track
and field star Dan Bailey, who are also in
the inov-8 team that Tunnicliffe joined in
January. Although an outstanding sailor,
Tunniclliffe also excelled at cross country,
swimming and track events, but eventually
chose sailing when she went to university
and helped to win four national
championships while a student.

Tunnicliffe has admitted that retiring
from Olympic class sailing was a traumatic
time and that she made the decision: “With
a sad heart and tears in my eyes. I have had
a great run over the past 12 years, coming
away with an Olympic gold medal, two ISAF
World Sailor of the Year Awards, two world
championships and a lot of world cup titles.

W
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The Olympic gold medal winning sailor and Team inov-8 member tells
Tony James about her ambition to become a top CrossFit athlete

“I have had the best
teammates, sponsors and
supporters anyone could ask
for. I love sailing and will never
quit the sport, but the Olympic
scene takes an incredible
amount of energy and time.
For 12 years I dedicated every
moment of my life to it, but it
was time to move on. I was
finding it hard committing
100 per cent and that wasn’t
fair to my teammates.”

Tunnicliffe won almost
every prize in small boat
racing, but will be particularly
remembered for the Olympic
Gold she won at the 2008
Beijing Games - the first
American woman to do so for 20
years. However, instead of taking
life a little easier after finally
quitting world class sailing earlier
this year, she plunged straight into
something as equally demanding by
joining the inov-8 CrossFit team.

HARD WORKOUTS
In fact, Tunnicliffe had discovered
CrossFit in 2011 and used it for
general strength improvement in
the run-up to the 2012 Olympics: “I
think CrossFit prepared me both
physically and mentally for sailing. The
hard workouts and mental edge you
needed to keep pushing definitely
helped on the water when days got
long and people were beginning to tire.
I felt I could stay fresh longer.

“The windier it gets, the more fit
you have to be because you have to
use your body weight to counter the
wind pushing against the sails. It’s no
booze cruise across the bay.” 

Tunnicliffe has said she never sails for
fun: “I’m trained to make a boat go as
fast as it can. If I’m going out in a cruising
boat, I know I will try to tweak the trim

Anna
Tunnicliffe
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“I FIRST SAILED
WHEN I WAS EIGHT -
AND HATED IT”

MY SPORTING LIFE

Anna Tunnicliffe is an American with a slight British accent.
That’s because she was born in Yorkshire. Her parents had a
boat and she learned to sail as a child before moving with her
family to Ohio when she was 12, where her father managed a
limestone quarry.

“I first sailed when I was eight - and hated it,” she says. “I
joined a youth squad, which was really good, but I wasn’t. I was
always getting beaten. You were always wet and cold and I
didn’t like that either. Then when I moved to America I took up
sailing again. It was sunny and warm and that’s when I started
doing well and found there was fun in winning.”

In America she joined a local yacht club, where she raced
dinghies, began to get noticed as something special and started
sailing the single handed Laser Radial class, in which she would
eventually become Olympic champion.

“My focus is now on functional fitness
and pushing my body to the limit against

the fittest athletes on the planet”
to make the boat go as fast as possible
when I really should be relaxing.”

After winning virtually everything
in single handed racing, Tunnicliffe
took up a new sailing challenge -
skippering a crew of three in match
racing, in which boats race one to
one. She describes it as: “Like chess
on water. You are trying to trick the

opposition into a bad position, so
you can win the race. I like the
challenge of mind games.” She
has taken a break from match
racing, but still regularly sails
professionally.

Not surprisingly, when her
sailing career was edging over
the horizon, Tunnicliffe needed
a new challenge. As she has put

it: “I believe in having a dream, a
goal and aiming to reach it with
desire, dedication and discipline -
I call them my four Ds. With
these together, you can
accomplish your dreams. When I
set my sights on a goal, the fire
burning inside me is fierce and it
drives me onwards.

“My focus is now on
functional fitness and pushing
my body to the limit against
the fittest athletes on the
planet. After the 2012
London Olympics, I threw
myself into training for the
CrossFit Games. I am now
focused on returning to the
games this year and
performing even stronger.
I’ll be giving it 110 per cent.

“In CrossFit, every day is
completely different because you never
know what you’re going to get and the
more you push yourself the more you’ll
achieve. If you train properly, you can
do CrossFit at any age - for instance, I
train with my parents and do the same
workouts they do.

“Sailing and CrossFit are both very
demanding, but in different ways. You
might spend five hours of your time on
the water, but with CrossFit you might
just spend 10 minutes of your time giving
absolutely everything you have. I have to
say that the community around CrossFit
is unlike anything I’ve ever come across
in sport. The people are amazing and so
much fun to be around.”

DRIVEN BY COMPETITION
Founded in County Durham by Wayne
Edy, inov-8 opened for business in
2003 with a vision to create innovative,
lightweight footwear that could handle
the most demanding off road terrain,
as well as designing and producing
stripped back products and shoes with
the best grip. 

The company now trades in over 
60 countries and Edy said recently: 
“Our committed athletes compete in
many different sports, but they are all
driven by competition - that physical
pain and passion for pushing their
bodies to their limit.”

And no one knows more about
the relentless drive of competition
than Anna Tunnicliffe, the girl who -
on both land and sea - is determined
to be the very best there is.
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BOUNDARI
PUSHING THE 

In 1977 someone in Australia decidedto put a camera at both ends of the pitchand all the optical illusions disappeared.Apparently, when he televised his WorldSeries Cricket matches, Nine televisionnetwork boss Kerry Packer didn’t thinklooking at a batsman’s backside for half the game made good viewing. The back of a bowler’s head wasobviously more appealing.
The BBC didn’t start using a secondcamera in its cricket coverage until 1990.Today TV companies can have over 20cameras at international games. Nothing istoo much trouble in the quest for accurate,comprehensive coverage. There arecameras behind both bowlers and two ateach end in line with the front crease tocheck no balls, runouts and stumpings.There’s also one placed at a slight angle incase the batsman or wicketkeeper obscuresthe stumps at a crucial moment. In addition, there are cameras trained onthe bat to check for edges and on thebowler’s hand to see which way they arespinning, swinging or reverse swinging theball. There’s also the ‘stump cam’ to helpwith LBWs, stumpings or to give the vieweran idea of what it’s like to have a 90 mphthunderbolt coming at you.

hen Ian Botham bowled fromthe Kirkstall Lane End atHeadingley in the late 1970s,he looked twice as quick aswhen he bowled from theFootball Stand End.  
The BBC had just one camera coveringthe cricket back then and when a bowlerlike Botham ran towards it, seeminglydownhill, he looked terrifying. The batterobscured the TV audience’s view of wherethe ball pitched. Short balls, it seemed, spatup at the batter’s head out of nowhere. 

OPTICAL ILLUSIONSWhether the batter pulled a short onethrough mid wicket or smashed a drivethrough the covers, to the TV viewer - andthe budding young cricketer - it alwayslooked like he was smashing it on the upand that he wasn’t moving his feet. Youcould only tell which way a bowler wasswinging the ball if the batter walked acrosshis stumps following an outswinger or fellacross them to an inswinger.
LBWs were a complete mystery. Onlythe umpire new who was out and back thenhis decision was final. With the camerabehind the bowler, it looked as if he wasclimbing up a hill to get to the crease. 

Still more cameras are pointed at theboundary ropes to check for fours and sixes.Others provide close-ups of batters, bowlers,fielders, umpires and the crowd. Camerashone in on the commentary box and give abird’s eye view of the ground and itssurroundings. In certain parts of the worldcameras are trained on advertising boardsand sponsor’s logos.
Packer believed cricket should cater forthe television audience, as well as the fans inthe crowd. Coloured clothing, white ballsand floodlights meant matches could beplayed in the evening after most people hadfinished work. Before Packer, the viewer wasleft to make their own mind up about whatwas going on and expected to use theirpowers of observation and knowledge ofthe game to understand its nuances.

COMMERCIAL COMMODITYAs soon as cricket became a commercialcommodity, commentators and TV crewswere charged with unpicking the game.The argument went that, compared tofootball and horse racing, cricket needed alot of explanation. Commentators becameanalysts, old school voices who wouldfocus on the game’s finer points for thediscerning viewer.

W

Crispin Andrews examines how coverageof cricket on TV and the performanceanalysis tools used in the sport have evolved
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CRICKET

If they miss a cover drive ordropped catch, today’s viewer canrely on an endless stream of replays.Geoff Boycott used to tell people about thecorridor of uncertainty. Now TV technologycan show people what he means. “Some people learn best by listening,others by watching, others by doing,” RupesKitzinger, general manager of Activate Sport,the company set up by former Derbyshireand Lancashire wicketkeeper Luke Sutton,says. “Different options are good.”Kitzinger, a level three coach whomanages the Andrew Flintoff CricketAcademy for Activate Sport, adds: “Viewersdon’t have to think for themselves so muchwhen they’re watching, as the analysts dothe thinking for them.” He believes that withall the prompts, viewers are more likely tonotice things they would otherwise miss. “My two-year-old already knows all theumpire’s signals, powerplays and referrals,”he says.

GREATER APPEAL
Changes in TV coverage has made thesport more appealing to a wider audience,enabled people to think more deeply aboutthe game and opened up new opportunitiesfor retailers and manufacturers. 

ES
GETTING
TECHNICAL
Performance analysis is an
increasingly important part ofcricket. Players and coaches at alllevels now rely on technology tounderstand and improve theirown games. That could be a mumor dad taking video footage oftheir kid in the back garden toshow them they’re throwing theball rather than bowling it with astraight arm or an England playerutilising performance analysistechnology at the ECB’s NationalCricket Performance Centre atLoughborough University.

At Loughborough the ECBuses ProBatter, a programmablemachine developed for baseballthat can mimic bowling styles.The screen attached to the
machine plays video footage of aspecific bowler running in. Whenthe virtual bowler delivers, themachine fires out a simulation ofthe very same delivery. 

Then there’s Merlyn, whichreplicates the deliveries of theworld’s leading spinners. A coachcan make the ball spin as much asthey want, spin both ways andchange pace. Good practice for atour to Asia.
So too is Trackman, whichuses missile tracking technologyto measure how many revolutionsa spinner puts on a ball. A smalllaser camera mounted on a tripodbehind the bowler detects theball rotating in flight and sendsthe results to a laptop. Accordingto reports, Graeme Swann oncemanaged around 2,000

revolutions per minute, more than30 per second. Yorkshire legspinner Adil Rashid achievesnearer 2,500. Trackman also
measures the speed at which aball is bowled, the drift, where itpitches and how much bouncethe bowler manages.

However, Kitzinger warns that it’simportant cricket doesn’t change too muchto suit TV audiences: “Remember thatexperiment with substitutes in one-dayinternationals? That was done for TV anddidn’t work out too well.”
Currently cricket has natural breakswhere adverts can be shown withoutdisrupting play. Should TV companies startinsisting on scheduling American footballand hockey-style TV time outs, stalwarts likeRay Illingworth and Brian Close, who thinkover rates are already too slow, might start apetition to replace Lord’s with Yorkshire asthe capital of the cricketing world. 45www.sports-insight.co.uk
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such as food, clothing, music or holidays.
That’s twice the average of the OECD’s
34 member states, which include the US,
Germany, Australia and France.  

These figures have steadily grown as
widgets and web tools have enabled
online windows to grow. At the beginning
of 2014, statistics from the E-Commerce
Index from online marketplace Rakuten,
owner of Play.com, revealed 20 per cent
of Brits now spend more on items
purchased online than they do in-store. 

Technology has, without doubt,
clicked with customers, but they also
want it to have an emotive draw to
capture their purchasing imagination.   

Who is pushing the right buttons and
what sort of special effects catch the eye
and create spend? Consider the

ime was that one of the
most exciting events in my
retail calendar was the day
the Harrods’ Christmas
window came to life. 

It captured not just my imagination,
but that of customers and passers-by
alike who made the annual pilgrimage to
Knightsbridge for a ‘big day out’. It
attracted people from all corners of the
map, with individuals travelling to London
to experience the creativity and
atmosphere this particular window of
opportunity delivered.  

RAPID CHANGE
Shopping has fundamentally and rapidly
changed now. While the window power
war continues, consumers no longer have
the time to wait for seasonal sensations.
Shopping is done in a snap, with a click or
an app - and increasingly on the move.    

The tech trend has been accelerating.
According to the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and
Development, in 2012 six out of 10 British
adults used the internet to buy products

T What’s clicking with the
consumer to get their attention?

Lauren Fox finds out

phenomenon that is Apple. While the user
friendly product styling has been the
critical draw, the sales environment taps
into the notion that playing and
participating are the driving forces. Time
spent at Genius Bars, holding product and
simply wanting to hang out in a cool
environment is the path to product desire.  

The adidas HomeCourt concept
brings the energy and sensory stimulus
of being part of a sporting experience to
life, captivating the visitor and disarming
sales resistance by appealing to a love of
things both technically clever and
resonating with supporter passion.

EMOTIONAL CONNECTION
A recent and outstanding example of
edgy technology blending with emotional
connection in a retail destination is the
newly created official Real Madrid store
on Gran Via, Madrid.  

For a football anorak or high street
geek this is an ultimate play space where
everything, from the moment you enter
the door, draws you into participate
rather than focus on point of sale. This

48 Follow us @SportsInsightUK

GEEKONTHESTREET
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experience. The commercial return is a
given if the audience is captured and
connected. 

What’s more, by providing them with
opportunities to ‘check in’, they will share
their experiences. In-store wifi is
becoming a must, while zones where
people can check in to show their
preferred product areas via social media
is a natural evolution. 

LOVE FOR THE BRAND
Harry Potter World and Guinness had
that in mind when they created their
consumer experiences. Each part of
Hogwarts can be checked into
independently, forging a connection with
the film throughout the exhibition until
you arrive, of course, in the store. It’s
similar to starting a tour of the Guinness
factory by pressing a button to create
your pint and then collecting it at the bar
at the end of your visit, just before you
enter the shop, full of love for the brand.

Whether you generate QR codes to
tell a story or create a technical
playground , it is all about becoming part
of the conversation. People look online,
try in-store, ask their friends for feedback
via social media and, if they come across
a memorable experience, they connect
on your behalf. Because today’s geeks
always share what they like.

“The adidas
HomeCourt

concept brings the
energy and

sensory stimulus
of being part of a

sporting
experience to life”

award winning concept is to the
consumer a combination of exhibition
and opportunity to live the dream
through acquired product. 

It is based entirely on an experience
at the Santiago Bernabeu stadium. Walls
are lined with images that transport you
to the centre of the pitch and the heart of
game action. The central marquee of the
stadium is reinterpreted to highlight the
store cash wrap, complemented by a
media wall and hero panel featuring
memorable club victories.

One of the most creative and
engaging technical features is the
supporter wall, which wraps around the
interior. Complete with sound effects, it’s
designed to replicate the crowd in the
stadium. Clever use of LEDs integrated
into the supporter images create the
effects of the public taking pictures with a
flash, triggering the desire to take your
own and share or like via social media. The
LEDs are even synchronised with the in-
store multimedia system, activating when
a goal is scored on the media wall screens. 

Holograms, LEDs, lasers, apps, QR
codes on pop-up spaces -  these
subliminal and not so subtle ways to
catch the eye are now the must have. As
the PlayStation generation grows up, it
wants its retail toys to be relevant to its
world. It’s all about creating a world of

A recent visit to the new
SportScheck in Munich as
part of the ISPO ACADEMY
project revealed how the
geek appeal is being 
utilised against a traditional
product backdrop.  

Screens and connection
via an app keep you
constantly turning corners
to connect with features and
sporting sectors. Clever use
of technology has enabled a
fully engaged customer
journey around the store. 

What was notable was
the way an entire group of
international retailers were
drawn to Europe’s first -
and, we were told, only - in-
store machine that can add
your own signature to your
football boots when
purchased. 

The idea of both
watching and creating a
connection to product was 
a winner. S
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FITNESS, RESISTANCE AND GYM EQUIPMENT
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he 2013 State of the
UK Fitness Industry
Report shows that the
UK health and fitness
industry is in good

shape. It has grown its total
market value by 1.5 per cent 
to £3.92 billion, the number of
fitness facilities has risen by two
per cent and there has been a 
4.5 per cent rise in the number 
of club members.

But while retailers can’t benefit
from gym membership fees, they
can capitalise in-store by stocking
essential gym accessories. They can
also boost sales by going to local
gyms and marketing themselves to
members, making them aware of the

T

UFC FIT LAUNCHES
IN THE UK

The classes have been available in branches of
GYMBOX since March.

Developed by mixed martial arts expert Mike Dolce
(pictured), UFC FIT is based on the same training
methods used by Ultimate Fighting Championship
participants and is designed to build strength, burn
body fat and increase flexibility and endurance. 

“The methods you’ll see in UFC FIT are the same
ones I’ve used with the top athletes in the UFC, but I actually developed
them for men and women of all ages,” Dolce says. 

“I used to be a big guy, I had elevated blood pressure, my
cholesterol was high and I had sleep apnea. Using the principles I share
in UFC FIT, I dropped 45kg and now I’m down to five per cent body fat.
UFC FIT is a fun, challenging programme developed for everyone and
every fitness level.”

“In the UK the number of fitness
facilities has risen by two per cent
and there has been a 4.5 per cent

rise in the number of club members”

WRIST STRAPS
Designed to support your wrists
when lifting heavy weights, wrist
straps boost stability and confidence.
Schiek’s 1100WS wrist supports don’t
stretch and have an extra wide two-
inch strap. A quarter-inch thick and
made from neoprene, these one-
size-fits-all supports are highly
durable. 

TRAINING GLOVES
Gold’s Gym weightlifting gloves are
made from lightweight leather,
providing a comfortable grip and
snug fit. With a breathable and
absorbent 100 per cent cotton mesh
forehand, a durable, double stitched
cowhide palm, reinforced leather
thumb, Velcro closure and elasticised
wrist for a custom fit, they’re also
ideal for cycling and other activities
requiring sound grip. 

CHALK
Some athletes prefer chalk to gloves
because it gives them a better grip.
Liquid Grip is a water-based
hydrocellulose thickener that allows
for rosin and chalk to mix in a
suspension formula. The product
dries within seconds of application
and, once dry, does not transfer to
any object. 

SUPPORT
Shock Absorber’s Ultimate Gym Bra
has a cross over design at the front
and racer back style and comes with
a handy headphone wire holder and
non-slip, wide padded straps. A full
back opening means it can be put
on and taken off easily, while the soft
seamless inner prevents rubbing and
chaffing. Made from moisture
wicking, breathable fabrics, it’s been
bounce control tested at the
University of Portsmouth.

Men need an athletic support to
avoid testicular injury sustained while
participating in strenuous exercise.
The Mueller Pro-Level Athletic
Supporter is designed for both
professional and amateur athletes
and for all general athletic activities.
It features a three-inch waistband of
heat resistant elastic, maintains
shape after repeated washing and
comes with a full-cut, pre-shrunk
knitted mesh pouch. 

IN GOOD SHAPE
Driven by an increased awareness of how healthy living and

exercise can provide physical and mental benefits, more
people are going to the gym, Louise Ramsay reports

products they have to offer. We look
at the items retailers are most likely
to tempt customers into buying for
their gym bags.

WEIGHTLIFTING BELTS
An iconic accessory for a 
dedicated gym bunny, a belt 
should only be used for 
heavy lifts such as squats and 
dead lifts. The Schiek lifting contour
belt comes in tan leather and
features a patented hip and rib
contour for extra comfort. Providing
a tailored fit plus intra-abdominal
support due to its wide front and
back, it also has a dual closure
system with a heavy duty stainless
steel slide bar buckle.
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MISFIT
SHINE 
This is a wireless,

buttonless Bluetooth
fitness tracker that can be

worn anywhere on the
body to record physical

activity. Completely
waterproof, worn on the

wrist, a shoe, belt or even
a swimsuit, the Shine has

the ability to recognise the
different sports the wearer

takes part in. 
It also calculates

calories burned, how many
points have been earned
towards a daily goal and

the battery lasts a lengthy
four months, so there’s no

need for frequent
charging. The size of a

50p piece, the MisFit Shine
can be synched to an

iPhone, iPad or iPod Touch
by using the downloadable

app and placing the
tracker on the screen of

whichever Apple product
the wearer is using.
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Advances in fabric
technology means

performance apparel is
big news in the sports
sector, offering good

opportunities for retailers,
Louise Ramsay reports

t’s all happening in the
world of performance
attire. A type of skin
tight fitness wear
designed to improve

athletic achievement, an increasing
number of brands are producing ranges
for this growing market.

Research shows that this type of
apparel can improve performance, but it’s
no bad thing either that tighter gear
improves posture and provides the wearer
with a leaner, more taut looking physique.

ASICS
The new ASICS Motion Muscle Support
collection was developed at the
company’s Research Institute of Sports
Science in Kobe, Japan. The range features
innovative compression technology that
helps promote healthy blood circulation,
allowing athletes to recover more quickly
and aiding training and intensity of
performance on race days. 

“Our new compression range features
strategically placed built-in compression
panels in key areas, including the back,
quads, calf and core, to support muscles
and improve posture,” Cathy McGinnis,
marketing manager at ASICS UK, says. 

“Zoned compression panels help to
reduce the impact on the body during
sport by stabilising the muscles. They also
improve performance by encouraging a
more efficient running style through better
posture and increased core strength.”

McGinnis adds: “Independent retailers
do well with our bestselling Leg
Balance Tights for
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ASICS’ latest TV commercial focuses on performance
enhancing apparel. The campaign features the brand’s
Muscle Support collection and highlights the importance
technical apparel plays in an athlete’s quest to ‘better

their best’. 
The advert tells the story of a female runner displaying

extra endurance as a result of wearing her Muscle Support
apparel. It opens with a shot of a runner as she makes her way

through a busy city. She finishes in a quiet suburb, but from a
nearby doorway a male runner invites her to join him on a run.
Thanks to her Muscle Support gear, she is ready to go the ‘extra
mile’. The commercial ends with the motto ‘Run And Run with
ASICS Muscle Support Gear’.

The European promotion is part of a global strategy and
builds on ASICS’ 2013 ‘Journey of Improvement’ campaign,
the brand’s most successful to date. 

ASICS URGES ATHLETES TO ‘BETTER YOUR BEST’

long tight in black/yellow and the A400
Women’s Compression long tight in
black/silver, but the company also has
lots of new products on offer for 2014.
These include:

■ Coldblack is available in both men’s and
women’s ranges. The technology reduces
absorption of the sun’s rays by reflecting
them away, meaning the fabric heats up
less and allows athletes to stay cooler by
up to 5°C. In addition, dynamic gradient
compression gets more oxygen filled
blood to active muscles for increased
power and stamina, while the Memory MX
fabric maximises stability and control,
while channeling the direction of your
core muscles.
■ The Women’s Speed Crop provides
comfort with smooth, soft elastic giving
additional support, absorbing sweat and
eliminating chafing. A mesh racer back
construction provides extra ventilation and
freedom of movement, while compressive
support reduces breast bounce.
■ The A200 men’s and women’s thermal
range provides protection against the
winter elements anywhere from the
slopes to the sports field. It comprises
engineered gradient compression and
overall body temperature management
within a selection of garments that
ensure the wearer experiences maximum
protection and support. The use of the
latest version of SKINS warp knit fabric
and four needle flat lock stitching means
the A200 thermal is a range that
provides these features without added
bulk or restricting movement.

“Under Armour apparel and footwear
is worn by world class athletes on sport’s
biggest stages and, just as importantly,
when they train. Whether it’s decorated
Olympian Michael Phelps, NFL MVP Tom
Brady or boxing superstar Canelo Alvarez,
our products are proven to perform.”

SKINS
SKINS says its technical compression
sportswear is backed by scientific research. 

“Base layers are synonymous with
cold weather conditions, however SKINS
compression sportswear provides benefits
all year round,” Karen Potter, marketing
coordinator at SKINS, explains. “With
SKINS, the focus for any retailer needs to
be on the kit’s ability to enhance
performance - either during sport or in
improved post activity recovery.

“Most professional sports people,
competitive individuals and so called
weekend warriors are always looking for
that extra edge and this is where SKINS
can deliver.”

The brand’s bestsellers include the
A200 Men’s Compression

“Base layers are
synonymous with

cold weather
conditions, however
SKINS compression

sportswear
provides benefits

all year round”

men and Leg Balance Knee Tights for
women, which do well all year round.
Both styles have proved to be incredibly
popular with consumers, as they offer a
supported fit and provide a flattering
silhouette. The whole Motion Muscle
Support range is designed using

lightweight, breathable fabric and this
is very important to runners who want
to stay cool and look stylish.

“Our range of performance socks
also ensure consumers can get the
best out of their footwear. One of our
leading socks, the Kayano, has
technology embedded into the heel
and toe to eliminate the risk of blisters
and skin irritation and they are popular
with marathon runners, so retailers can
use this as a way to cross-sell products.”

UNDER ARMOUR
Founded in 1996, Under Armour helped
to define the performance base layer
category. Its latest product is
engineered with ArmourVent
technology, which is more breathable
than other mesh, lightweight, durable

and designed to keep athletes cool in
extreme temperatures. 

Another of Under Armour’s technology
stories is ColdGear Infrared. A ceramic ink
printed on the inside of the garment, which
heats up as athletes train, it keeps the
wearer warmer for longer without adding
weight. Introduced towards the end of
2013, the brand expect it to emerge as a
significant winter product. 

“We connect with athletes through
authentic storytelling and by powering
some of the world’s best athletes and
teams,” Michael Taylor, senior marketing
manager at Under Armour, says. “At retail
we design distinct and premium
experiences that are informative and
represent the emotional spirit of
our brand.
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Apple’s iBeacon technology offers retailers a new way to 
reach customers in-store. Dave Howell reports

62 Follow us @SportsInsightUK

or sports retailers,
promoting products to
customers in-store has been
achieved mainly via the use
of on-shelf collateral and

POS materials. Now, thanks to a
technology called iBeacon, they can
connect with any iPhone user running
iOS 7 (78 per cent of all iPhone users,
according to Apple) as they move
through their stores. This is achieved
using Bluetooth Low Energy
transmitters, which communicate with
the Apple operating system.

iBeacon allows messages to be sent to
any phone that can receive them within the
vicinity of the transmitter. The upshot for
retailers is that on-shelf collateral is no
longer passive, but an interactive medium
that can engage with anyone passing by.
This is possible as iBeacon uses micro
location geofencing - in-store GPS - to
locate a phone and its owner within a store
where iBeacons have been positioned.

KEY DIFFERENTIATOR
iBeacon is not just another version of near
field communication, as the two
technologies are very different. The key
differentiator is the effective range of the
transmissions, which for NFC is just a few
centimetres, while iBeacon can transmit to
a phone up to 50 metres away. What’s the
attraction of iBeacon? If a customer walks
past a display of running shoes, for
example, the system
can alert them that a
discount is available
from the same brand
they had previously
purchased online.
The future could see
dynamic pricing
introduced, where an
existing customer is offered a special deal
on a select group of goods when they
enter a store. And already digital payment
providers such as PayPal are offering their
own beacons to allow its customers to
make payments via their handsets.

However, iBeacon does have a couple
of potential drawbacks. For the technology
to work, phone owners not running iOS 7
must have firstly downloaded and installed

F
the app. They must also have ensured
Bluetooth is enabled on their phone,
which is often switched off to conserve
battery life. Apple iPhone users will see
alerts without opening any app, as
iBeacon is built into their phone’s
operating system. 

Therefore, the system is an opt-in
exercise for non-Apple phone owners,
which could be a stumbling block.
Consumers are increasingly using their
phones to enhance their shopping
experiences, however, so in all likelihood
this won’t be an issue. 

Retailers have for some time been in a
battle to combat the effect showrooming
is having on their businesses. The
development of iBeacon could offer a
solution, as a timely offer made via the
system while a customer uses their phone
to find price and feature comparisons
could sway the decision to buy the goods
from the store they are standing in. 

INTELLIGENCE GATHERING
Intelligence is the main gain retailers can
derive from iBeacon, according to Mike
Crooks, commercial director at mobile
technology company MiBeacons, who
adds: “Intelligence about how many
people are in their shop, how people are
moving around, whether they are
window browsing and coming into the
shop, how much time it takes to convert
into a sale and which products they are

standing in front of or
potentially interested in. It’s
online analytics for your
physical shop.

“The important point to
note is, unless a user has an
account and is signed in, the
retailer won’t have any clue
who they are. It will be

anonymous. If they are signed in, because
the benefit they get out of the improved
experience or offers is worth it, the retailer
will be able to better understand
customers for future engagement -
offering a holistic, omnichannel approach.”

Retailers use social media to make
more intimate connections with their
customers. Technology such as iBeacon
has moved these connections into their

stores, which is an attractive proposition.
And the timing is perfect, as social media
moves inexorably onto mobile devices. 

The Oxygen8 Group, a mobile solutions
specialist, has revealed one in six UK
consumers receive no formal direct mobile
marketing from the companies they buy
from. This is despite nearly a quarter of
consumers admitting they would be more
likely to buy from or spend money with a
business in future if it sent them useful
mobile communications. This missed
opportunity could be costing businesses in
terms of potential customer revenue.

“The mobile phone has become the
linchpin of everyday life and the
opportunity to reach and engage with
customers through the medium has never
been greater,” Maria Grant, head of product
development at Oxygen8 Group, says.
“Targeting consumers through a mobile
phone should form an essential part of a
marketer’s strategy. It is worrying that
some businesses still don’t
recognise the value in
mobile marketing.”

INFORMED
DECISIONS
Mike Crooks adds: “The
best thing retailers can
do when it comes to
iBeacon is to think
about the ideal
customer
experience. It’s not
about trying to push
products on them.
It’s about making
them feel empowered
to make informed
decisions. Retailers who nail
this will benefit hugely, especially
during busy retail periods. Not only
will they get increased sales, they will
also be able to lead the way with media
coverage and awards.”

iBeacon should be used as part of a
wider campaign to connect with your
customers. The smartphone in their
pockets is clearly a powerful conduit and
iBeacon looks set to deliver what NFC
could not - a simple, low cost channel
that provides personal messages to
consumers in-store. 

Time will tell whether this technology
takes root, but for retailers looking for new
ways to leverage their store across the
digital landscape iBeacon could be
what they have been waiting for.

RETAIL2.0

“iBeacon can
transmit to a

phone up to 50
metres away”
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A TECHNOLOGY 

TOO FAR?

While iBeacon is an opt-in system,

consumers wary of giving more of

their personal information away to

retailers might feel iBeacon is a

technology too far for them. 

However, research has consistently

shown that if an offer is compelling

enough, consumers are happy to

reveal more about themselves and

their shopping habits. The level of

personal engagement and relevance of

the offers communicated will be the

deciding factor.

Michael Roberts, strategy director

at global media agency Carat, says:

“For retailers, the tension lies in how

to use the data. Non-intrusive,

valuable communication in-store may

be welcomed, but too many irrelevant

messages as you’re navigating a store

might be a turn off. 

“My advice would be to tread

carefully and test and learn quickly.

Being open and transparent with

customers and asking for feedback, and

listening to it, is rarely a bad thing.”
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Under the

Counter
A sideways look at the world of independent retailing

A man came in the other day and asked
for a pound of carrots. When my
assistant Norman told him he was in the
wrong shop, the man said: “Stone the
crows, so I am. Sorry about that, matey.
I thought it was Tuesday.

“Anyway, while I’m here I’ll have a
couple of those custom moulded high
performance sports water bottles.
They’re just the thing for the drinkers in
my pigeon loft.”

RETAIL LINKED WELL BEING
“There you are,” Norman said when the
chap had gone. “I rest my case. I hope
you’ll take back what you were saying
about impulse buy strategy being a load
of rubbish. He would never have bought
those bottles in a million years if I hadn’t
moved them from the psychologically
dead space next to the toilet door to an
eye level vantage point near the till that
encouraged a sense of high impulse,
retail linked well being.”

I’ve had to put up with all this stuff
ever since Norman accepted an invitation
for a half day retail strategy workshop
that came with an order of water
resistant trail running shoes. Now all we
hear about is satisfaction quotas,
alternative sales channels and digital
marketing platforms.

“You can’t just put stuff in the
window any more marked ‘10 per cent
off’ and hope someone comes in and
buys it,” Norman said. “I don’t see why
not,” I replied. “My dad did that for 40
years and he had the only deluxe funeral
the Co-op had done for ages.”

“Let’s put it this way,” Norman said.
“According to research done at the
University of the Outer Hebrides, up to
35 per cent of people can be persuaded
to come away with
goods they had not
intended to buy if
the conditions 
and sales strategy
are right.”

“For instance,
have you ever
wondered why
supermarkets put
beer next to babies’
nappies?” asked Norman, who was now
really getting into his stride. “That’s
because men are often asked by their
wives to buy nappies on their way back
from work and they need a few beers to
cope with all that crying and kids being
sick. It’s called strategic positioning and I
reckon we could do with a bit of that in

here, bearing mind we haven’t had a
customer since the bloke who wanted
the carrots.”

“You’ve obviously given all this
a lot of thought,” I said. “But I
wonder if you could spare a
moment to put cardboard in
the black bin and paper in
the green bin before the
refuse operatives come
tomorrow. Apparently you
can go to prison for
getting it wrong.”

“And anyway,” I
added, having had
time to think about
it, “I’m not very
impressed with
the strategic
positioning 
in that
supermarket
next to the job
centre. By the
time you’ve
searched
around for the
unsalted
butter or the
instant
mashed
potato you’ve
forgotten what you
came in for and the
last thing you want is to
buy something on impulse.”

“Be that as it may,” Norman said, in
the voice he uses when talking to his
old aunties. “But the fact remains that,
according to research by the Canvey
Island Business School, consumer
goods are playing an increasingly
stronger role in people’s lives because

they become material
symbols of who the
person would like to
be. Targeted
positioning of goods
is of paramount
importance to impulse
sales in the retail
environment. Shall I
put the kettle on?”

“I tell you what,” I
said, hoping to end a conversation
that was threatening to make me
bleed from the eyes and ears. “You do
your impulse buy strategic positioning
and I’ll do a cut price window display
and we’ll see who’s done best by the
end of the week. The loser can buy
the teatime ginger cake.”

EVERYTHING MUST GO 
Okay, perhaps I did bend the rules a bit 
by putting an ‘Everything must go’ sign 
on a display of slightly sub standard 
orange tennis balls, but so did Norman
when he sold some netball socks to a
woman on the understanding that his
nephew, who’s on long term sickness
benefit, would nip round when it was
getting dark and mow her lawn.

I also had to pick him up on the precise
definition of strategic positioning when I
found he’d moved our display of hockey
sticks onto the front step when a crowd of
young women from the local academy went
by on their way to the swimming baths.
Luckily their hockey pitch has just been dug
up to make way for a speed and power
training workshop and an artificial ski slope.

After I’d sold half a dozen orange tennis
balls to a chap whose dog was waiting for a
cataract operation, we declared the contest
a draw and will play the semi finals next
week. By then I should have been able to
find someone who can provide me with a
nice window display of carrots.

“Have you ever
wondered why

supermarkets put
beer next to

babies’ nappies?”
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